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When I was in college, the month of May was the undisputed Queen
of spring. Come May, excitement would permeate campuses blooming with color, as each university prepared for the season's festivities. Lately, however, the month of May seems different on the
Korean peninsula. Now, traces of the height of spring splendor and
spirits can hardly be found. Rising temperatures and dangerous
levels of fine dust have depressed any jubilant feeling formerly
associated with the season and have masked the faces of people on
the street. It looks as though chances of seeing blue skies of May’s
past are small and perhaps we needn't look far for the cause.
From the beginning of modern age, humans believed we could
tame nature with scientific technology. Basically, we fooled
ourselves into thinking that once we discovered the laws of nature
and how to control them, humans would reign supreme and nature
would bow to our power. However, these delusions have proven
disastrous. From an Eastern perspective, man cannot be separated
from nature and exist apart, because man is nature. Should we
heedlessly analyze natural laws and attempt to govern nature, then
we must pay the price. Just as pain attends an injury, I will surely
experience pain if I inflict a wound on myself. Society runs tirelessly
en route towards telos, an end, driven by the bottom-line. But we
don't trouble ourselves enough with the path we beat and the likely
effects it will have on humankind and our own welfare.
We can compare this to university education. A lot of time has
passed since the goal of universities has become the production of
specialists. Because of this, students aren't at leisure to consider
their surroundings and other people. Men of old emphasized
wisdom over knowledge. The difference between the two is one fills
while the other empties. It seems counterintuitive, but when a space
is emptied of knowledge, it becomes filled with light and you are
able to see clearly and accurately. If you're already brimming with
prejudice, then whatever else you try to store, however good the
contents, will run over.
UIC must not become a producer of specialists, conscious of only
themselves. Like the impressions made after observing a gray May
sky, we must accept responsibility and acknowledge and live alongside each other—strangers and neighbors. These times require
empathy from truly mature intellectuals, who can understand and
share in the sufferings of others. My sincerest wish for UIC is that it
practices and becomes a provider of this kind of education.
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Editor-in-chief Message
“Qu e st i o n ”

If college has taught me anything, it is to question. Question why things are
the way they are, what underlying issues exist, what implications they hold,
and what the stakes are. Far too often, we take things for granted and fail to
question the assumptions that have constructed the beliefs or “facts” in the
first place.
Sometimes, we are afraid to question. We are afraid of upsetting the framework of prevailing knowledge. But it is okay to delve deeper and look at how
various elements might complicate the issue. A discussion becomes truly
engaging and thought-provoking when we look at the gaps, uncover the
hidden and question the known. Our understanding doesn’t always have to
be clear-cut—life isn’t clear-cut.
So in this issue of UIC Scribe, our writers try to question various aspects of
society. In our Politics section, Seong-hyeon Choe explores the consequences of THAAD, the cause of South Korea’s thawing relations with China;
Nguyen Thi Lan Phuong raises important political implications of relations
between ex-Soviet countries in South Caucaus; and Yeonju Kim considers
the current setbacks in solving global warming. In Opinion, Hyunjae Lee
questions the use of satire as a means of expression; Seung-hyun Song
discusses the value of liberal arts programs in today’s society; Chaerin Lee
challenges the notion of beauty; and Byungsung Park asks us to revaluate
our perception of soldiers. In Culture, we have Elaine Natalie and Yesun
Shin’s Beauty and the Beast Special, which analyzes the film from an artistic
as well as a feminist point of view; Jiwon Kim examines the effects of queerbaiting in Sherlock, raising questions on its use and meaning in the series;
Claudine Ukuberyimfura provides a critique of “cuteness” in the Korean
entertainment industry; and Chae Yoon Kim investigates the lack of
Korean fiction in the international market.
One of my professor’s favorite questions to ask is: “So what?” As you read
through the pages, I urge you to also raise your own questions about standing issues and critically analyze existing thoughts, beliefs and values. I hope
the articles will serve as a starting point for further discussion.
Finally, I would like to say a huge thank you to all the writers, editors and
designers I had the honor of working with during my time at UIC Scribe. It
has already been a year since I first introduced myself as the 12th
editor-in-chief and it is with great sadness that I now say goodbye. It has
been an incredible experience and as I pass on the position to my classmate
Ji Hyun Bang, I hope UIC Scribe will continue to serve as voice for UIC
students and bring interesting, stimulating content to its readers.

God Bless,

Yonkyoo Joo
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Career
Fair
by Yonkyoo Joo

On Saturday May 13, students from various
majors gathered in New Millennium Hall for the
UIC Career Fair. The event, held every semester, is
the best opportunity to meet and connect with
alumni. During the opening speeches, Professor
Chad Denton, Director of UIC Career Development Center described the event as “one of the
most important career events that we hold at
UIC.” He continued, “For those of you who are
here, you have made the right decision and you
have been proactive. It is very important to talk to
your seniors and ask for advice.” Professor Michael
Kim also noted, “This is your opportunity meet
and socialize with alumni. This is a really unique
event at UIC. You get to see where students go
after they graduate and they go everywhere.”
Students were encouraged to pay close attention,
ask questions and actively engage with graduates.
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The ﬁrst part of the event was an introduction to six different
sectors: law/public sector, marketing, ﬁnance, consulting,
media/PR and IT/start-up. Jung-hwan Jeon, who is currently working as a lawyer, briefly talked about the pros and cons
of going into law adding, “For law, you should make sure you
really want to do it.” Yoo-hee Choi, a Big Data analyst who is
also pursuing a masters in engineering at UC Berkley this
year, described the different computer languages you can
learn for Big Data analysis and explained the start-up
ecosystem. Won-joon Jang, currently working as a foreign
exchange trader at HSBC, talked about the different roles in
the sales and trading business and what each role entails.
He described his job as “very demanding and labor-intensive” but also added, “You will be rewarded with a corresponding level of compensation.” Min-jeong Kim from
Innocean Marketing talked about the difference between
marketing and advertising as well as the skills and traits you
need to work for a big agency. Lastly, Dae-wook Kwon from
McKinsey & Company answered a few key questions such as
what management consulting is, who the large players are,
what the beneﬁts are and how students should prepare. The
graduates tried to be as honest as possible about their jobs,
providing a very realistic portrayal of each career path.
During the second part of the event, the sectors were designated to different rooms with 2-5 graduates in each sector.
Students were able to choose a sector that they were particularly interested in and engage more personally with the
upperclassmen. Some of the topics covered include the
graduates’ daily lives at work, how they were able to get
started in their respective industries, how to get internships,
how to prepare for interviews, the work culture and so on. It
provided a great insight into their jobs and allowed students
to think about whether or not they could see themselves
working in that industry.
The UIC Career Fair is a very unique event where students
can connect with alumni and get a sense of the options that
are available. UIC have a great body of alumni working in a
diverse range of ﬁelds who are always willing to help and
give advice. It is highly recommended that students participate and make to participate and make the most out of the
opportunity.

Meet the Alumni

by Yesun Shin

Ever since it was founded in 2006, UIC has seen hundreds of graduates. I had the opportunity to interview three of our alumni,
each of them of different majors and careers. They provided thoughtful insights and advice on subjects varying from university
life to their careers.

Hyebin Zhang entered UIC as a class
of 12, and majored in Creative
Technology Management (CTM)
within the Techno Art Division (TAD).
She is currently working as a marketing specialist in the Marketing Communications Strategy Team of Amore
Pacific, Asia’s leading beauty creator
brand.

Kangrae Kim is a journalist at Maeil
Business Newspaper, one of the most
leading press in South Korea. Having
attended the UIC as a class of 07, he
majored in Political Science and International Relations (PSIR) of the
Underwood Division and graduated
from Yonsei in Spring 2014.

Q. Could you describe your most rewarding experience from
UIC?
Christine Suh-Yeon / My most rewarding experience was
initiating Underwood Union (debate club), which is now a
Yonsei-wide organization. I loved the experience of creating something meaningful with a group of passionate
people. Seeing myself and other people grow was also
extremely fulﬁlling. Being a part of a community fostered
a sense of deep rooted belonging. But it was not always
easy in the beginning–we did not have a coach, resources, or seniors to guide us. Nor did we have enough
students to do a proper practice in the ﬁrst year. It was
frustrating at times, but in retrospect, it was an incredible
learning experience.

Kangrae / Getting to know so many great people was one
of my most rewarding experiences in UIC. There were, and
still are, countless motivated and warm-hearted people
within the UIC community. The network within this community is something that you cannot easily ﬁnd anywhere
else. And being around the best people also makes you
strive for the best.

Christine Suh-Yeon Hong is a consultant at
McKinsey & Company in the Silicon Valley
Office, and is currently completing a
MBA-MPA program at the Stanford Graduate School of Business and the Harvard
Kennedy School of Government. She graduated from Yonsei Underwood International
College (UIC) in 2010 with a B.A. in International Studies as Valedictorian and won the
Distinctive Alumni Award in 2015. You can
find more information on her website:
www.christinesuhyeonhong.org

Hyebin / My most rewarding experience from UIC comes
from my major. My major was CTM, and most of the
classes were not conducted in the form of standard
lectures. The courses were felt more like a project, rather
than a lecture, as the students had to independently lead
the course themselves. Such unique curriculum made me
a more independent person, not only in the process of
looking for a job, but also in treating the tasks that I faced.
I was a more independent person compared to other
students, who were mostly used to doing as told.

Q. What are your three general advice to UIC students?
Christine Suh-Yeon / Set a goal–it may be academic excellence, making life-long friends, developing leadership
skills, or fostering a community. Whatever it may be, make
conscious choices and trade-offs. College life is a
privileged time to explore and enjoy, but remember that it
also is a preparation stage for the next phase of your life.
Expose yourself to hands-on experiences. I believe the
best way of learning is by trying things out. I call it “piloting”: ﬁnd opportunities to test things out. You will be able
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to discover more of yourself–what you like, dislike, what
you are good at and terrible at. By the end of college, you
will have a better sense of yourself and make better
choices.
Go abroad. You have so many opportunities–internships,
exchange programs, and competitions. I went on a
government exchange program in Chicago and Mexico
City, did my internship in New York, and went to Tokyo and
Hong Kong for my exchange program. I was pushed out of
my comfort zone during those times and grew through the
experiences. It also prepared me to be a global consultant–I am comfortable with whoever I work with, where
ever they are from. In the least, I deﬁnitely had a great deal
of fun!

Kangrae / I don't know how this might come across, but
enjoy your time at college. Study, of course, but try to do
something that you can only do in your college years;
because once you leave college, you will always be short
on time. The question of “what to do?” is completely up to
you, though.
If I could relive my college years, I would travel. I recommend all of you to go out there and see the world, as there
is so much that we still do not know of. I also regret not
having made enough time to read. If you have the chance,
I recommend you to read about philosophy and history.
Although I am no specialist in these ﬁelds, I do believe
that they form the basis of modern day knowledge and
academics. Read biographies—they might also help you
plan your future.

Hyebin / Instead of three, I would like to give one essential piece of advice: do not conﬁne yourself to one speciﬁc
area. I mean this not only in terms of the ﬁeld you take
interest in, but also in terms of being an introverted
person. I think college provides a good opportunity for
you to strive to become more extroverted. Try to meet
people whom you have never met before. If you have only
lived in Korea, go out: there are so many people outside of
the world you live in.
Q. Why did you choose the career that you are currently in?
Christine Suh-Yeon / I chose my career in McKinsey
straight out of school because I wanted to learn how to
manage large organizations. I started as a business
analyst after school. I focused on tech and energy for the
ﬁrst two years, and joined the public sector practice to
work with governments on education policy. It was an
incredible experience–I got to work with amazing clients
on pressing issues, had access to the top leadership team
of large ﬁrms, was always surrounded by inspiring people,
and got to work in 7 countries. The ﬁrm was incredibly
empowering and supportive of my development and
dreams.
I feel incredibly lucky because I love my job, but I had not
planned on it from the beginning. In the early years of
college, I was very much into Model United Nations and
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wanted to work in an international organization. I luckily
got my ﬁrst internship at the United Nations in New York
and the Secretary General’s ofﬁce – it was like a dream
come true. By the end of the experience, I was disappointed by the bureaucracy and the inefﬁciency of it. I worked
in a small non-proﬁt the next winter, but also realized that
the organization suffered from lack of efﬁciency and
effectiveness.
In my last year–due to these frustrating experiences–I
realized that I want to learn how to manage organizations
for better performance. After learning management skills,
I wanted to change how public sector organizations are
run. I learned about McKinsey and was convinced that
this would be the place for me to maximize learning. I
joined the ﬁrm and was able to do exactly that. I learned
about strategy, marketing, ﬁnance, operations, and
business development. In my last year, I worked with
public sector organizations to apply what I had learned.
Two points to highlight here: one, as I mentioned before, I
found my path because I tested out my interests beforehand. If I had not worked at the United Nations, I might
have discovered that it was not for me after I started full
time. I also tried to do an internship in consulting to make
sure that this was the path I wanted to pursue. Second, it
is never too late to pursue something you like. Many
people prepare for consulting for a long time, especially
through clubs like the business school’s YMCG. By the
time I learned about McKinsey, I only had a semester left.
I had no business experience. I had no connections. But I
gave it my all in the last semester, made the necessary
connections, and did a consulting internship right after
graduating. I rejected full time offers while I had no other
options because I was sure this was for me. Although I
may have taken more time than others and started later, I
realized that it is never too late to start something you
enjoy because your dream job is worth ﬁghting for.

Kangrae / I was interested in a career as a journalist since
my early days at college. Of course, I had my doubts: I was
not sure if this was the right path for me. It was not until
my junior year, following my discharge from the military
service, that I gained certainty.
I chose my career because I wanted to work in an
environment where I can connect with people, especially
those who I would not or could not meet in my daily life. It
was my belief that challenging myself to do so would
widen my view of the world and motivate me. So far, it has
been rewarding.
Moreover, I chose this career because I wanted to
contribute to making this world a better place, even if I
may take on a very small and limited role within this
cause. The word for journalist in Korean is “기자(gi-ja)”,
which translates to “a person who records.” I want to be
there to witness the making of history, and leave behind
my own records of it.
Hyebin / Why marketing? Well, coincidentally, I got to take
a marketing course during my forth year in college. From
this experience, I discovered that I really enjoy marketing.

I wanted to become better at it, so I applied for internships
once the course was ﬁnished. As a result, I worked as an
intern in a digital marketing agency and a PR agency. That
is how I gained and developed my interest in marketing.
And why did I choose this company? This is closely linked
to my personal life goal, which is to make Korea a better
country. I wanted to connect this goal to my career as a
marketer, and so I applied to Amore Paciﬁc, a Korean
global marketing company with its headquarter in Korea.
It provided a favorable environment for me to pursue my
goal, because working in the headquarters allows you to
deal with a wider scope of matters than in a local ofﬁce.
That was the conclusion I made based on my experience,
and that is why I ended up being at Amore Paciﬁc.

Q. How has your college experience prepared you for a
business career?
Christine Suh-Yeon / While at school, I served as the
founding President of Underwood Union and was the
founding Chairwoman of the UIC Alumni Association. The
most helpful experience was debating–it honed my
critical thinking and problem-solving skills that are
critical for my job. It also made me a better communicator.

Kangrae / Having studied political science, I gained the
necessary background knowledge for working as a
journalist in the political desk that covers the National
Assembly. Learning the skills of writing during my college
years—although it was in English and I now write mostly
in Korean—allowed me to get acquainted to channeling
my thoughts into writing, which is an important skill for
many professions.

Hyebin / In college, no one really fed me anything, and
this especially so because I was the ﬁrst ever one to enter

and graduate from TAD. It was me and my friends in TAD
who pioneered everything. The Techno Art Division
provides education on a new kind of studies, one that
does not focus on a speciﬁc, limited ﬁeld of academics.
So people always ask me questions concerning my major,
like “what exactly is your major?”, “what is it about?”, and
“what did you do in it?” A good side of this is that to whatever company I go, I can shape my answer into a one they
want to hear. So in this way, my major was very helpful in
making me end up in this career path.

Q. What is a typical day like at your workplace?
Christine Suh-Yeon / There is no “typical” day at work each day is dynamic and iterative. As a Business Analyst
(or a “BA” – the role right after undergrad), I would be a
part of a team that would work on a speciﬁc project for a
month to as long as six months. The team would focus on
solving a client’s problem or goal such as the following:
“increasing national education outcomes,” “how to
become the regional #1 player in a certain sector,” or
“increasing revenues for a certain product line.” The team
would work together to deﬁne the problem and break
down the problem into smaller analyzable work streams.
My work as a BA would be to take on one or several of the
workstreams, and collectively get to the answer to the
probem/goal as a team. For example, let’s say my workstream is “analysis of the status quo of the national
education system – broken down into schools, student
test scores, teacher’s skills, employment results, and etc.
Through qualitative and quantitative analysis, team problem solving sessions, and personal thought leadership, I
would translate them into insights that would feed into
the recommendations to our clients. Although the day to
day work at times felt like a small part of a big effort,
knowing that my work was a part of moving the direction
of a large company or government made it all worthwhile.

Kangrae / Every morning all journalists report to their
editors on what to write and what issue to cover that day.
We also report the ﬁndings from the previous day to our
seniors, ones that might be relevant to our work on that
day. This is how my day at work begins, the same for all
journalists. After that, I meet, call, and ﬁnd people who are
related to my story, so that I can collect new information.
After lunch, I write up articles that will be released in the
next day’s newspaper. When I am done with this, I try to
ﬁnd new facts and issues that I can follow up on, so that
they can be published in the future.

Hyebin / I’ll ﬁrst explain what my team does. Within
Amore Paciﬁc there are multiple brands, and what
Marketing Communications Strategy team does is
harmonizing each brand’s strategy with that of the entire
company. Our team not only focuses on each brand’s
marketing communications, but also devises the most
efﬁcient strategy for the whole company.
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Within our team, there is a domestic division and a global
division, and I’m in the global division. It basically means
that I deal with global brands within our company; for
instance, providing guidance on how they should conduct
their marketing communications overseas. My current job
is to make guidelines for local ofﬁces on how to conduct
their marketing communications. It hasn’t been that long
since Amore Paciﬁc has become a global company, and
therefore, not many guidelines exist. So right now I am
contributing to making an organized system within the
company.

Q. If you had to choose one essential skill that is critical in
order to succeed in the workplace, what would it be?
Christine Suh-Yeon / The most important skill in the early
years of your career is learning. I am not talking about
“learning” in the sense of lectures, test, and school–but
learning in the sense of building relevant skills (e.g.,
relationship management, analysis, team work, problem
solving, communication, etc.). When you come into the
workforce, you have to quickly develop new skills that are
important for your type of work. The trajectory of your
early success will depend on how quickly you absorb and
adapt to the “rules of the game” by learning effectively.
You have four years to learn how to learn!
Kangrae / The ability to listen, and a sense of humor. You
might ﬁnd this surprising, but there are not many people
who are prepared to listen to others with an open mind,
especially to those who hold different views to your own.
You can see the consequences of such narrow-minded
attitude in the news often: in politics and other ﬁelds.
What is important to note here is that whether you like the
person or not, you can learn something from everyone by
listening to what they have to say. That includes your
boss, your colleagues, and your juniors. And try not to
lose your sense of humor, even if you are bogged down by

work and stress. You might as well try to have a few jokes
and laughs along the way. In difﬁcult times, it will give you
the energy to keep on going. A good example you can
refer to is former US President Obama.

Hyebin / This is closer to a habit than a skill, but never
give up asking “why?” By asking why, you can develop
analyzing skills, and you get to become more creative. It is
very common to give up asking why, especially for those
who enter a conglomerate. Because in that kind of
environment, the question of “why” becomes meaningless: everyone tells you that there is no reason behind it,
that it is just the way things are, and that it has been like
that for a long time.
If it is difﬁcult to keep asking this question in a working
environment, at least ask it to yourself. Doing so will
prepare you to come up with answers, and this will then
help you to seize an opportunity when it comes.

Q. Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Christine Suh-Yeon / I’ll be doing work I am excited about,
working across continents, influencing people, and creating a positive change in communities I live in. I was with
the McKinsey Seoul ofﬁce before graduate school, where
I focused on tech, energy, and the public sector in 7 countries in Asia and the United States. Bringing together my
experience at the United Nations, non-proﬁts, McKinsey
and in tech, I aim to be a “tri-sector athlete”—someone
who can engage and collaborate across the private,
public, and social sectors to create impact.
I care deeply about youth empowerment and capacity
building. In my personal capacity, I have started numerous education and mentorship programs in my community including the UIC Consulting Competition, UIC Career
Fair, and McKinsey mentorship program. I am also leading
the Women’s Leadership Initiative.
I intentionally will not share a speciﬁc type of job,

because I do not want to limit myself to the things that I
know now. The things I am interested in may also change.
I also want to open myself up to new opportunities and
jump at them even if I hadn’t planned on them. But I know
what gives me most fulﬁllment: building, influencing, and
pushing boundaries. And I plan on living by these with a
margin of flexibility.

I am too young and my career years are too short for me
to make new tasks by myself. However, in the coming
years, I would like to do more activities within my capability that would contribute to making this company a truly
global company.

Q. What motivates you to put forth your greatest effort?
Kangrae / I still see myself working as a journalist in 10
years. I feel that I still have so much to learn in this ﬁeld.

Hyebin / If I remain in Amore Paciﬁc, I aim to look for
wider ranging tasks within the company, especially within
the Global Marketing Communications Strategy Team.
Right now, I am simply doing what I am asked to, because
I am too young and my career years too short for me to
make new tasks by myself. However, in the coming years,
I would like to do more activities within my capability that
would contribute to making this company a truly global
company.
I intentionally will not share a speciﬁc type of job,
because I do not want to limit myself to the things that I
know now. The things I am interested in may also change.
I also want to open myself up to new opportunities and
jump at them even if I hadn’t planned on them. But I know
what gives me most fulﬁllment: building, influencing, and
pushing boundaries. And I plan on living by these with a
margin of flexibility.

Kangrae / I still see myself working as a journalist in 10
years. I feel that I still have so much to learn in this ﬁeld.

Hyebin / If I remain in Amore Paciﬁc, I aim to look for
wider ranging tasks within the company, especially within
the Global Marketing Communications Strategy Team.
Right now, I am simply doing what I am asked to, because

Christine Suh-Yeon / The perspective that I have been
given time, a life, and I want to make the best of it has
motivated me to push myself.
Kangrae / I try to live my day to the fullest, so that I will
have no regrets when I look back. Of course, this is easier
said than done. But the thought of it certainly gives me
motivation. I know saying this makes me sound old, but I
like to think about the dreams and goals that I once had
when I was younger. They were idealistic dreams, ones
that might not even become realized in the end. Nevertheless, they give me the strength to keep striving forward.
They also allow me to think about why I do what I do every
day.

Hyebin / As I go through internships, as I study more, and
as I work more, there are things that accumulate inside
me. It could be knowledge, and it could be experience. I
like the feeling of my goals getting increasingly expanded
as I continue to build on these things. Moreover, they help
me specify the process of realizing my goal: they make
me understand what it is that I really have to do, and what
my priorities are. All in all, when I get the sense of my
knowledge and experience expanding, and when I come
to know how to use these resources in reaching my goals,
that motivates me the most.
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Q. What made you decide to go on an exchange program in
general? For how long have you contemplated about going
on an exchange program? Why did you choose this particular program?

by Ji Hyun Bang
Q. Could you please briefly introduce yourself?
Chorok Lee / This is often the most difﬁcult question. My
name is Chorok Lee. I am class of 2014 and am a senior
majoring in Economics. For my exchange program, I went
to Dartmouth College and studied there for a year. This
February, I attended the Yonsei Freshman Orientation for
2017 where I gave a speech about how I got to know
about Dartmouth. I was once one of those students at the
orientation, sitting in a random chair out of four hundred.
Back then, I had no idea that I would be, three years later,
the one to speak about my experiences and give an interview about my time during the exchange program. It
would be an honor if my interview could be of some help,
of little guidance, for readers.

Jeannie Yun / My name is Jeannie Yun and I am in class
of 2013. Although my major is Economics, I took a lot of
courses that required submitting essays, such as some of
the courses from International Studies, which makes my
major somewhat a hodgepodge. I grew up in California
from fourth grade all the way to high school and I have
always wanted to experience American college life.
Although I initially thought of going to places such as UC
Berkeley, mainly for its location, I ended up going to
Wellesley College for two semesters.
Shannon Chew / Hi. My name is Shannon Chew. I am in
class of 2014 and I am majoring in Asian Studies Division.
I am particularly interested in studying contemporary
Korean and Chinese law. For my exchange program, I
went on Three-Campus Comparative East Asian Studies
Program that is otherwise known as the 3 Campus
Program. This program includes 3 campuses in East
Asia—Keio University in Japan for six months, UIC in
Korea for four months and the Faculty of Social Science in
Hong Kong University in Hong Kong for two months. I
have recently returned from Japan and am now studying
here at UIC. Next semester, I will be off to Hong Kong for
my internship.
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Chorok Lee / As I wanted to go on an exchange program
that would start from the second semester of sophomore
year, I had to apply during freshman year. The ﬁrst time I
heard about the exchange program was during the Yonsei
Freshman Orientation. It was during the introduction to
student life when some seniors explained about the
program, introducing Dartmouth program as the most
prestigious one (only IVY league), when I got to know
about the exchange program.
At ﬁrst, Dartmouth was not my ﬁrst choice. Rather, it was
University of California, mainly for its location. I wanted
some time away from school and pressures about having
to get good grades. I wanted to relax.
When I talked to my advisor, she challenged me to apply
to Dartmouth because she thought I would be able to do
well there. She told me that I had all the materials needed
and persuaded me that I should seize the opportunity. I
honestly did not think I would get in because there were
so many other excellent students applying for Dartmouth
as their ﬁrst choice. At the end of the day, I got in and I
went.
Jeannie Yun / I ﬁrst learned about different exchange
programs at an information session during my freshman
year where they gave us a booklet containing relevant
information. Once I decided to do an exchange program, I
looked at the website “UIC Ofﬁce of International Affairs”
where I could read a lot of detailed comments about other
people’s experiences during exchange program. Some of
the students even left their contact information (phone
number/email address) and they would reply to the questions sent relatively quickly.
The initial question to myself—after deciding to go on an
exchange program as opposed to transferring—was
exactly where I would wish to study in the United States.
My brother was studying at Emory University so I could
potentially go there to study business. Boston was another place I had in mind, which was recommended by
Professor Michael Kim as where he would want to live.
During the process of taking interviews for exchange
program, I managed to narrow down the place to Wellesley College located in the town of Wellesley, Massachusetts. This was rather a last-minute decision as I literally
submitted my application on the very last day. I was there
for two semesters including both spring and fall semesters of 2016. Though four spots were open for application,
my friend and I were the ﬁrst ones to go on this program
as it had just opened and few people knew about it back
then.
One of the many merits of UIC is that the school knows
who we are. That is, as many of us were raised in
English-speaking background based on western liberal-arts education, the options offered for exchange are
well-tailored to suit our needs. The exchange program in

Wellesley, for instance, was initiated by a Korean professor there, believing that providing such exchange
programs would be a good ﬁt for one another.

Shannon Chew / I planned for going on an exchange
program for a long period of time. It was something the
school offered, so I thought I should take advantage of it.
There were, in fact, some speciﬁc reasons behind my
decision for Firstly, the school provides half of the tuition
fee for the 3 Campus Program, which makes this program
more economically appealing. There is also a scholarship
package provided by the Japanese government covering
rental fee and living expenses that makes living in Tokyo
almost free. Secondly, internship in Hong Kong is a given.
I didn’t have to worry about ﬁnding an internship because
it was offered as part of the package of the program. The
choices offered included famous, high-proﬁle competitive places in Hong Kong. Thirdly, I can speak Japanese.
For many who would want to explore other parts of Asia
to see what it is like to live elsewhere, they should take
advantage of this program.
I chose 3 Campus Program because I preferred to study
in Asia instead of going elsewhere such as the United
States because I thought it would be easier for me, as a
Singaporean, to integrate into the Asian cultures and
society. I didn’t want to spend too much time on having to
overcome culture shocks.

Q. Could you please describe your experiences during the
exchange program? In terms of academics, how were the
courses in comparison to the ones provided by UIC?
Outside of school curriculum, what was it like?
Chorok Lee / As a student majoring in economics, I took
a lot of courses on economics at Dartmouth. The classes
there were not so different compared to the ones in UIC in
the sense of how they were conducted. The speed was,
however, quite different because one term at Dartmouth
is only ten weeks. On average, students often take three
classes per term and they still have classes everyday per
subject. As I enrolled in courses in economics, I ended up
learning a lot of graphs and submitting many term papers
and projects using computer coding. I thought this
program would be more suitable for those who plan to
conduct actual research at graduate school. Besides
studying economics, as I focused on acquiring wider
experiences rather than simply getting grades, I took a
Spanish class as part of my exploration.
I actually felt at home during class. The biggest difference I felt away from home was more on the cultural side.
When I set my foot on campus, the ﬁrst thing I did was go
on a freshman outdoors trip, canoeing for seven days,
because I felt I should experience a different college
culture. As the school is located in a serene, isolated
place, it seems to have its own culture. I felt like a freshman again. Doing it over.
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resume and conducting mock interviews for us, which
were altogether extremely helpful. In fact, if anyone is to
go to Wellesley starting at fall semester, I would highly
recommend visiting the club fair to seize many different
opportunities.
Outside of academics, I travelled to various places whenever I could, especially during breaks. I visited Washington
D.C. to see a friend of mine who interned there and went
on a road trip to New York. During Thanksgiving holiday,
one of my friends at Wellesley invited me to her house
where I got to eat a lot of pies and played American
games. Living there as a guest to a huge family allowed
me to experience typical American culture as there was no
other Asian there.

Shannon Chew / When it comes to what I learned in

I did a lot of travelling via bus at the cost of paying a huge
bus fee. American transportation system is a monopoly
so you must bear the price unless you have a car. I still
took the time to travel because I wanted to see the metropolitan side of the states. Some of the places I visited
were Boston, Washington D.C., Philadelphia, New York,
Los Angeles, and Cancun. In fact, I visited New York a
couple of times before for tourism. But I never lived there
for long enough for me to get to know the city. New York
was different from what I had imagined. It was the ﬁrst
time that I could travel around as an adult and see the
world through my eyes. They were certainly eye-opening
experiences.

Jeannie Yun / Studying at Wellesley was challenging but
the professors were welcoming and warm. There were a
lot of resources including ofﬁce hours offered by the
professors. The largest class had students fewer than
thirty. Since I did not have to be too pressured about
getting good grades there, I explored different areas of my
interest. I took two courses provided by Massachusetts
Institute of Technology on international development and
a Business School class.
What I found particularly interesting and useful were the
club fairs. I personally looked for clubs related to consulting whereas my friends were interested in ultimate frisbee
or Christian fellowship club as well. When I joined the
consulting club, I received so much help from the panels
in charge of the meetings as they were the ones who were
working as consultants. The panels talked about what
consulting was about and how to prepare for application,
which involved analyzing cases together, reading over my
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Japan, the academics is very much Japan-oriented, naturally, which allowed me to better learn about the country.
The academics itself is not so challenging but is based on
a lot of self-driven studies. Japanese is not required in
general because students attending Keio University speak
in English. The degree to which one may utilize one’s
Japanese proﬁciency is up to the individual. Writing a
thesis on labor laws and human rights in Japan with a
professor, however, resulted in a lot of language barriers.
This made me realize that one of my future career plans to
work in academia in Japan was not for me. Another
valuable experience I gained.
Outside of class, I managed to make many good friends.
Not just the ones whom you would say hi and bye but
those you could relate to without the division of us vs.
them. I also joined KO boxing club for the ﬁrst time for the
sake of trying it and people were very supportive of one
another. I also travelled in and out of Tokyo.

Q. Did your experience during the exchange program meet
the expectations you had beforehand?
Chorok Lee / I thought it would be relaxing but, in fact, I
did not get to relax. I had to make sure that I could ﬁgure
out what I would want to do when I got back to Korea.
Before I managed to make up my mind, my head was full
of different options. I saw a wider spectrum of options
that I could get involved in, simply because I can speak
English and have access to that part of the world. My
mind was ever more complicated. This period of uncertainty was almost unavoidable—it was part of the
process. I am glad that I took quite a large amount of time
somewhere else so that I don’t get ﬁxated on things that I
can only see at Yonsei. Although it was difﬁcult at times to
be exposed to a completely different culture, it was worth
it.

Jeannie Yun / What I experienced deﬁnitely exceeded my
expectations. Besides all the beneﬁts I could enjoy
academically and personally, I could also work for the
sustainability ofﬁce at Wellesley over the summer and
spring semester. Although getting a job at Wellesley
deﬁnitely contributed to exceeding the expectations I had,
the experience would have been sufﬁciently worthy
without that job.

Shannon Chew / I had two expectations. On the one hand,
as an international citizen, I aimed to explore different
options abroad having in mind that I can potentially live
and work there. And my expectation was met to a certain
extent because this exchange program made me realize
how much I was fond of Japan. I ended up considering
Japan as a very consumable city for a lot of Asians and
Japanese is not a difﬁcult language to learn. On the other
hand, as a student, my expectation to delve into legal
matters was not fully satisﬁed because I found pursuing
law in Japan was rather limited for a foreigner. But when it
comes to business/communication-related ﬁelds, I
learned that there can be a lot of options in Japan.

Q. Did you face any adjustment problems when you came
back to UIC or Korea?

er, I didn’t have difﬁculty coming back to life in Korea
because it is already my home. I would even go far as to
say that the transition between Songdo and Sinchon
posed even greater adjustment issues. When you are used
to life in Korea, it cannot be taken away in six months.

Q. To whom would you recommend this exchange
programs?
Chorok Lee /

I would deﬁnitely recommend any UIC
students who don’t have much experience of living abroad
to try it at least once. But for someone who has just come
from abroad to Korea may not ﬁnd this program necessary. I believe some experiences in Korea are needed and
four years of college life in Korea is not enough. For those
who are contemplating about getting jobs outside of
Korea, go on an exchange program to ensure that what
you think actually matches with the reality.

Chorok Lee / The timing could be a little off and you may
ﬁnd yourself a little behind after having spent a year away
from the Yonsei curriculum. For me, this year-long
program ended around early June, which meant that all
the good internships were already taken by other people.
Although I did not end up getting the right internships at
the right time, I eventually found another good alternative:
Yonsei Rowing Team. I went on a ﬁve-week camp and
participated in a rowing competition. This decision was
based on my rowing experiences back at Dartmouth as
part of my personal project to do something very
challenging, exercise, and play team sports.

Jeannie Yun / What was uneasy was saying farewell to
those whom I met at Wellesley. I ended up forming close
relationships with many students there and I even felt as
if I was a Wellesley student. But I’ve been attending at UIC
for so long that I didn’t ﬁnd it too difﬁcult to adjust back to
the life I had. There were some moments of culture shock
though. I had to return to my rigorous studies and dress
up wherever I went. I spent a lot of time meeting my
friends in Korea.

Shannon Chew / Adjusting problem was not an issue. Six
months in Japan is not an issue. Although I am a foreign-

Jeannie Yun / Any ambitious and active woman—much
like Hilary Clinton who is an alumna of Wellesley—will
have a great time there. The school did exemplify crucial
values such as working hard, compassion, kindness, and
justice. The school even offers a major called “Peace and
Justice.” On a more general note, if anyone who has never
lived abroad is on the fence about going on an exchange
program, I would strongly recommend it. The time spent
there allowed me to experience a completely different
environment and helped me grow as a person. After all,
going on exchange program is what you can do only
during college, so why not?

Shannon Chew / I would recommend it 100% in general.
When it comes to internships, there are 57 companies
ranging from ﬁnance to international organizations to
MNCs to local partners in Hong Kong. Personally, I picked
a law-related area because it is something I want to
pursue in the future, with a particular focus on poverty and
human rights. Another valuable lesson I learned was
moving out of my comfort zone. For a lot of students, it is
better to have a goal in mind before you do anything. The
goal must be about experiencing Japan. With this goal,
you can be analytical of what you have done.
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Sea of Blue

by Seung Beom Han

Akaraka! Arachi! Aracho! Arachichi! Chochocho! Anybody
who recognized this string of arcane words probably went
to at least one of two of Yonsei’s most highly anticipated
school events. If you did not and you have class tomorrow
at Yonsei, I would like to kindly ask you what you enjoy
doing most in your cave. Anyway, last semester, the Yonko
games (yes, it’s Yonko, not Koyon—sorry Korea University, but you can’t change a name whenever you feel inferior)
put the campus into a state of ecstasy. This semester
however, it was Akaraka’s turn to bring the fever and
frenzy.
A couple hours before noon, students dressed in a reconciliatory blue begin gathering in front of the magniﬁcent
but tragically underused amphitheater. Held in their
hands is a hard-earned Akaraka ticket and most likely a
smartphone to capture the moment and share it on Instagram. As minutes turn to hours, the vast amphitheater
gradually ﬁlls up with little but curiously loquacious blue
dots covering the expanse in a sea of blue. One could say
the scene portrays a pointillistic reflection of the hopeful
sky or perhaps the seasoned sea, or maybe even communism until you realize there is a section right in front of the
stage dedicated for “Very Important People.”
While the edges of the seats are being ﬁlled with more
coalescent blue dots, an up-and-coming rapper and an
MC interact with the crowd to break the ice, although I’m
sure many can testify the sun has been prodigiously
doing that already. The rapper then performs one of his
songs and leaves, trading the spotlight with a dandy man
dressed in an artsy suit who ofﬁcially opens the event
with a generous welcome met with uproarious applause.
Members of the Yonsei cheering squad, who were the
ones in charge of making this event a reality, then lead the
crowd through a series of ofﬁcial cheers for the school to
learn. The moves are deceptively simple yet highly energy-inducing, unless you are like me who can’t repeat the
simplest of moves and fail to ﬁnd them in any way entertaining.
After that, a few young people start moving up to the
stage and ﬁddle with their instruments. Many freshmen at
this point begin wondering whether they are a popular
band and part of the celebrity line-up until they are greatly
disappointed in learning that the celebrities will not be
performing until several hours later. The performances by
the indie bands are nevertheless wonderful and gets you
to ask yourself why they aren’t signed yet. Yonsei’s jazz
dance club, Jazzfeels, proceeds to take the stage with
their dance rendition of La La Land’s iconic song “Another
Day of Sun.”
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After a few more performances by students, including a
student who impressively sings Beyonce’s “Halo” and a
prospective rapper who raps one of his own pieces, the
president of the cheering squad, dressed in a peculiar suit
only appropriate in situations like Akaraka, enters the
stage and makes his opening remarks. He ofﬁcially introduces every member of the cheering squad and proceeds
to directly welcome every school department present
amongst the audience. This is essentially a cheering
battle between the departments to see who can leave the
largest strain in each other’s eardrums. UIC, or as the
president calls us “Gookjaedae,” doesn’t fail to impress
and emits the loudest noise, perhaps because we are now
one of Yonsei’s largest colleges, or maybe because the
larger engineering college doesn’t have enough girls to
successfully produce the high-pitched shrills that generally win these cheer battles.
After a few more of this and that, at 5:17 P.M., the crowd
suddenly remembers why they came, as the MC introduces the ﬁrst guest from the celebrity line-up, which
supposedly is the greatest line-up in the history of Akaraka. Zion T, who is known for his distinct swaggering
personality, takes the stage with a few of his hottest
singles, bringing to the event a vibe only he can impart.
Next up is Korea’s national treasure, Psy, who once again
does not fail to entertain the crowd with his newest
singles and of course his older hits too. The high energy is
sustained as the next group comes up to the stage.

Blackpink, a group that recently debuted with much popularity, performs all of their hits (they have so few as of yet)
and reminds the audience how cute they are with their
renditions of Yonsei’s ofﬁcial cheers.
Just when you think things cannot get any better, one of
Korea’s most popular solo female singers, IU, takes the
stage and, with her iconic voice, puts the audience into a
state of euphoria. You begin wondering why there are so
many disagreements and problems in the world when
you’re in Akaraka because people do everything here in
unison even without any instructions. As the sun sets and
you think to yourself that some smartphone flashlight
waving will get the vibes going, you look behind you and
already see rows of people waving their phones, creating
an atmosphere only ﬁre-flies managed to create back in
the days.
A perfect match for the vibey and romantic atmosphere,
Roy Kim then enters the stage holding his guitar. Unlike
other performers, he doesn’t use any backing track and
awes the crowd only through his vocal and guitar skills
that make all the girls want to date him and all the guys
want to be him. After that, the ﬁnal performer of the night,
Park Jung Hyun, takes the stage with her mesmerizing
vocals that reminds you angels still do exist on Earth.
Dazzling ﬁreworks subsequently follow, ofﬁcially closing
the momentous occasion.
Like Batman and Robin or peanut butter and jam, you
cannot talk about Akaraka without mentioning Dae Dong
Jae, another event that usually culminates with Akaraka.
This semester, Dae Dong Jae took place after the concert
due to renovations on the football ﬁeld. Despite the late
entree, students were not disappointed at the festivity and
the smell of fresh alcohol in the air. This year, UIC and
each of its divisions occupied a relatively large number of
booths and left a proportionate legacy with their creative
and entertaining drinks and food.

The main booth, organized by the UIC student council,
Solidity, had the theme of Starbucks, cleverly changing
the logo and name to “Sultabucks”, a portmanteau of the
Korean word for alcohol “sul” and the name of the popular
coffee shop. Student volunteers wore appropriate
cafe-style aprons and served Starbucks-themed drinks
infused with alcohol. Underwood Division (UD)'s booth,
which was called “UDsekki”, had the theme of farming and
agriculture with students wearing straw hats and denim
strap-ons. Humanities and Social Sciences Field (HASS),
or as they called themselves that day “Hot And Super
Sexy”, took a more straightforward approach in their
booth by making it centered around the theme of clubbing
with loud dance-inducing music and entertaining dance
battles. Last but not least, Integrated Science and Engineering Division (ISED) made their booth with the theme
of Harry Potter and called it “Hoguwarts”, with an appropriately themed dress code and a variety of Harry
Potter-themed drinks.
Despite being one of Yonsei’s newest colleges, UIC, as
evident in Akaraka and Dae Dong Jae, is without a doubt
becoming one of Yonsei’s most pertinent colleges. The
notable presence and influence of UIC in these events are
undeniable and ever so increasing in signiﬁcance. If the
students can maintain the same level of energy, excitement and passion as they did during the Akaraka college
cheer battle, throughout their years at UIC, I am undoubtedly sure UIC will become a force to be reckoned with
within Yonsei. Perhaps the cheer I began this article with
will not only be relevant to those who have been to Akaraka, but also to those around the world, aspiring to study at
this university and one day being one of the ﬁsh in the sea
of blue.
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THAAD
Never-Ending Politics
by Seong-hyeon Choe

The blacklisting of all South Korean movies from the 7th
Beijing International Film Festival came as a huge shock to
the peninsula. Although the event planners invited several
South Korean celebrities for awards, anger by Chinese
authorities over South Korea’s deployment of THAAD
forced the festival to reverse their decision.
This is not the first time China has imposed cultural retaliation on its neighbor. Recently, Korea had been put under
various pressures by China. Before looking into what kind
of retaliations there are, we should first find out more
about its main cause, which is THAAD deployment in
Korea.
What is THAAD?
According to the U.S. Department of Defense, THAAD is
a “United States Army anti-ballistic missile system which
is designed to shoot down short, medium, and intermediate range ballistic missiles in their terminal phase using a
hit-to-kill approach,” widely known as the Terminal High
Altitude Area Defense. It has a maximum engagement
altitude of roughly 93 miles above the Earth’s surface and
has an estimated range of 125 miles. Its concept was ﬁrst
proposed in 1987, and its ﬁrst successful intercept was
conducted in 1999. Its installation has become a controversial issue in South Korea after U.S. and South Korean
military ofﬁcials agreed in July 2016 to deploy the THAAD
missile defense system in the peninsula in 2017. The
main purpose will be to protect South Korea from North
Korea's growing threats and use of ballistic missile and
nuclear tests.

THAAD - CHINA
The politics of THAAD have been rocky from the very
beginning. China strenuously has opposed the U.S.-Korea
project since 2014. In fact, during Xi Jin Ping’s visit to
Korea that year, he repeatedly brought up the issue in
meetings with his South Korean counterparts. In addition,
when Korea and U.S. were still negotiating over the terms
of its installation, China started to strongly appeal its
opposing stance, in June and September of 2016. Reflect17

ing upon China’s strong dissent to THAAD, experts
analyze that the problem is not the missile interceptor
itself. China is mainly concerned with a radar that is
installed in THAAD called AN/TPY-2, which identiﬁes and
communicates the location of missile targets to the interceptor. China believes that this could possibly track
China’s own missile system. However, this does not seem
to be the core of their concern since there is already the
same radar installed in Japan. Thus, China’s disapproval
of THAAD seems to be a strategic response to the growing influence of the U.S. in the Korean peninsula.
There are some other speculations about China’s
concerns. According to Yu Sang Chul, the editorial writer
of JoongAng Daily, it is not Xi Jin Ping’s fears but rather
Chinese army’s that is reflected in China’s ofﬁcial stance.
Their fears derive from trying to secure the national
defense budget. In order to increase the military budget, it
is likely that the Chinese army is exaggerating the menace
of THAAD. After Xi became the president of China, he was
not pleased with the increase of national defense budget
since he considered economic development as priority. In
2014, the increasing rate of the budget was 12.2%, but the
rate acutely fell to a single digit in 2016. This year, the
increasing rate was only 7%.
Another supposition is that Chinese ofﬁcials are trying to
keep Hallyu from infecting their own nation, pretending
they are concerned with THAAD. Hallyu is also known as
Korean wave, which refers to the phenomenon of Korean
entertainment and popular culture around the world. For
the last ten years, Hallyu had a big influence on China
because numerous Korean dramas and movies gained
popularity from the Chinese audience. “From several
years ago since the second boom of Hallyu, there were
many programs that were joint projects bringing over
Korean producers,” said Kim Ki-heon, head of the Beijing
ofﬁce of the Korea Creative Content Agency, “but recently
this has decreased markedly. Chinese producers in the
process of reviewing programs are avoiding joint projects
with Korea predicting disadvantages or marketing
difﬁculties.”(Joongang Daily) This shows that Chinese
ofﬁcials are trying to foster the Chinese cultural industry
by banning Korean cultural industry.
THAAD - KOREA
While China is strongly resisting THAAD deployment in
Korea, the Korean peninsula is confronted with two
conflicting arguments about THAAD deployment. The
most signiﬁcant beneﬁt is that it protects South Korea
from the threats of North Korean missiles. Currently,
North Korea owns about 1,000 ballistic missiles, and 85%
of them are aimed towards South Korea. When THAAD is
deployed in South Korea, half or up to two-third of the
territory will be secure from North Korea’s missiles.
On the other hand, there are some drawbacks. Chief
among them is economic fallout. China National Tourism
Administration gave an order to travel agencies to
suspend group travels to Korea from March 15th, and

individual travels are now also suspended. As the number
of tourists have gone down, Duty Free Shops are suffering
from economic losses. According to Korean Duty Free
Shops Association, this year’s sales decreased by 18.8%.
Some Duty Free Shops are even shutting down. In addition, automobile, cosmetics, and smartphone companies
are showing slowdown of sales. Automobile industry was
especially seriously damaged. Hyundai’s sales decreased
by 52.2%.
Furthermore, what happened in the 7th Beijing International Film Festival, surprisingly, is becoming fairly
common among the Korean cultural industry in China.
Since last year October, China started to strengthen the
retaliation against Korean celebrities engaging in entertainment businesses in the country. According to China’s
Ministry of Culture, since last October, no Korean stars
were able to get permission to perform in China. Contents
about Korean stars or introduction of Korean movies and
dramas disappeared almost entirely in the Chinese media,
and the media are extensively reporting about the
Chinese government’s regulations on Korea.
As the U.S. military delivered radar and other equipment
to the deployment site in southeastern South Korea on
April 26, it seems like the issue has become more serious
and urgent. Adm. Harry Harris, commander of the U.S.
Paciﬁc Command (PACOM), stated that THAAD can now
be under operation when necessary. Yet, there are two
remaining issues left. Firstly, there was a new presidential
election on May 9th. Five main candidates had different
opinions on the installation of THAAD, two of them(Moon
Jae-In, Sim Sang-Jung) opposing and three of them
agreeing(Hong
Jun-Pyo,
Ahn
Cheol-Soo,
Yoo
Seung-Min). Moon Jae-In of Democratic Party, who was
elected as the president, had stated that the new government should look through the process of THAAD deployment, which seems to be indirectly opposing THAAD. In
fact after he was elected, he is seeking for solution to
improve Korea’s relationship with China. With Xi Jin
Ping’s phone call on May 11th, he said “We acknowledge
China’s concerns towards THHAD. We hope that we
understand each other and communicate as soon as
possible on the issue of THAAD. Numerous Korean ﬁrms
that are out in China are going through harsh time, so we
ask you to take special care of retaliations being imposed
on them.” Xi Jin Ping also seemed to be cordial towards
the new government. He called President Moon and
offered his congratulations on Moon’s election. It was the
ﬁrst time Chinese president calling the Korean counterpart. Also, after a new Korean government was founded,
China invited Korea to 一带一路 Forum, which is a forum
China has excluded Korea for years. These infer the
improvement of the relationship between Korea and
China. The second remaining issue is paying for THAAD.
According to an interview with Reuters, President Donald
Trump repeatedly said he wants Korea to pay $1 billion
for THAAD. However, it is early to decide whether we
should take his remarks literally or not. Korea and U.S.
should continue to discuss this issue further.
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A
Gathering
Storm in
the
South
Caucasus
by Nguyen Thi Lan Phuong
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The collapse of the Soviet Union almost three decades ago
ignited tensions between two former members: Armenia
and Azerbaijan. After the 1994 ceasefire agreement, this
ethnic and territorial-based conflict has been a vicious
flower that has been budding for years and is now finally
starting to bloom. With the recent clash in April 2016 that
resulted in over 350 casualties on both sides, tensions in
the South Caucasus are expected to escalate to their
highest in memory. Given the importance of the region to
global energy markets, the situation has the potential to
escalate to a proxy conflict among regional players. To
understand how relations have devolved to this point, it is
necessary to give the proper historical context.
The Caucasus is a strip of land situated between the
Black and Caspian Sea that connects Europe and Asia.
Armenia and Azerbaijan have been neighboring ethnic
regions since ancient times. Historically, Christian Armenia and the Shi’a Muslim Azerbaijan were parts of larger
empires and coexisted peacefully despite their differences. Nagorno-Karabakh is a mountainous area between
Armenia and Azerbaijan that is largely populated by
Armenians. The Soviet Union’s decision in the 1920s to
make Nagorno-Karabakh a part of the Soviet Republic of
Azerbaijan created the pretext of dispute. Predictably, this
decision to hand over a predominately Armenian region to
Azerbaijan enraged the Armenians. Pressure from
Moscow kept the peace for decades, but its collapse
sparked a war for control of the region in the 1990s. In
1991, a referendum to leave Azerbaijan was held in
Nargorno-Karabakh and resulted in a majority of
leave-vote. This leave decision was unrecognized by the
Azerbaijan government.

The bloodiest tragedy was the
Khojaly massacre in 1992, when
the Armenian military killed 613
Azerbaijan civilians in the town
of Khojaly. Khojaly’s location in
the middle of Nagorno-Karabakh made it a natural ﬁghting
point. Nonetheless, the massacre was reported to be of
extreme brutality as victims
were repeatedly killed in inhumane manners, which suggests
the Armenian military had an
intention of ethnic cleansing.
The massacre served as a
pretext for Azerbaijan to
denounce Armenia on the international arena. One of the
Armenian military leaders at the
time of the massacre, Serzh
Sargyan, is now the current
President of Armenia. The Azerbaijan government
supports an organization named “Justice for Khojaly, ”
which categorizes this atrocity as a genocide and ﬁghts
to bring to trial the perpetrators. However, The Armenian
side argues that Azerbaijan were also responsible in
these deaths. A statement of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Armenia in 1997 claims that the
militia of the Azerbaijani National Front actively obstructed and actually prevented the exodus of the local population speciﬁcally left open by Karabakh Armenians. Moreover, the Azerbaijan military also shot Azerbaijanis who
attempted to flee. These actions aim to utilize civilian loss
to trigger a popular uprising to gain control of the government by the new Azerbaijan government at the time.
According to this information, both governments are to
blame for the massacre and the real victims are innocent
civilians sacriﬁced to satisfy the power game.
In 1994, a cease-ﬁre agreement brokered by Russia postponed the war. The Armenians were victorious and occupied Nagorno-Karabakh and seven adjacent Azerbaijan
districts. Nagorno-Karabakh, now the Republic of
Artsakh, is an internationally unrecognized republic with
close relations to the Republic of Armenia.
The Nargorno-Karabakh conflict remains an excruciating
wound that separates these neighboring nations. In 2017,
the Republic of Armenia and the Republic of Azerbaijan
are still technically in a state of war over the disputed
territory. Approximately one million Azerbaijan people
became refugees after the war, leaving the country with
one of the highest number of internally displaced persons
per capita in the world. According to the Azerbaijani
government, at the time of the ceaseﬁre in 1994 there
were also about 250,000 Azeri refugees in Armenia,
mostly in the Nargorno-Karabakh region. However, they
were forced to move to Azerbaijan because of the ethnic
tension. The relocation of these refugees and internally

displaced persons originally from Nargorno-Karabakh is
a major factor behind Azerbaijan’s eagerness to gain
control of this region.
Nowadays, the power balance between Armenia and
Azerbaijan has been reversed. During the war, Armenia
received major aid by several former Soviet military units
led by Armenian soldiers. After the collapse of the Soviet
Union, Armenia did not have much capability as they
lacked natural resources and were landlocked. Additionally, the severing of diplomatic ties by Turkey also worsened the Armenian economy. On the other hand, Azerbaijan became prosperous with its rich oil and gas resources
in the Caspian Sea. Backed by its ally Turkey, Azerbaijan
enjoys high revenues as the West’s new energy source.
The Karabakh conflict appears to be a zero-sum game.
Both sides claim that the disputed region is a part of their
territories. Having the symbolic international recognition
of owning the region, Azerbaijan continues to ﬁght to gain
physical control of what constitutes one-ﬁfth of its
territory. Likewise, it is unthinkable for Armenia to let go of
one-third of the land. Even though Nargorno-Karabakh is
just a forest-mountainous area, it is still important for a
small, landlocked country like Armenia. There is little
room for peace-talk or compromise as both sides cannot
be satisﬁed simultaneously.
Right now, the possibility of a full scale war between
Armenia and Azerbaijan is dangerously high. Since the
ceaseﬁre in 1994, hundreds have died in frequent raids
and exchanges of ﬁre across the border lines. Azerbaijan
spends lavish amounts on its military, far exceeding the
Armenians. Although both Armenia and Azerbaijan have
rearmed their forces signiﬁcantly since the ﬁrst war, the
Azerbaijan army is now four times bigger. This presents a
tempting opportunity by Azerbaijan to seize the disputed
region by force. It is thus likely the dispute will only grow
more militarized and dangerous. The Azerbaijani Army
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and the Armenian Nagorno-Karabakh Defense Army face
each other on a daily basis along over a 100 kilometers of
a fortiﬁed, land-mined and impassable border. Raids and
skirmishes are increasing in frequency and intensity.
Since the summer of 2014, these limited but dangerous
clashes have taken place almost daily.
If a war is going to break out, Azerbaijan with its dominating military will be likely to have a greater advantage.
However, the presence of other big players in the region
may shift the outcome. Oil and gas reserves from the rich
Caspian region can only travel to Europe either through
Russia or the Southwest Caucasus. According to the
European Commission of Energy, Russia is Europe’s
major oil supplier. In 2013, it accounted for 39% of its
natural gas imports. European countries now see Azerbaijan oil as a new alternative after relations with Russia
worsened in the past decade. However, this pipeline is
located near Nargorno-Karabakh and is at risk of damage
in the case of war. If the pipeline is damaged, the oil
market will suffer a huge blow. The only way for Europe to
secure this pipeline is to put an end to this regional
conflict, but Russia will interfere to protect its oil industry.
In the end, both Armenia and Azerbaijan still fall under the
specter of Russian influence. Even though Armenia is
Russia’s loyal ally, Russia sells a large quantity of weapon
to Azerbaijan. Since 2009, President Ilkham Aliyev’s of the
Republic of Azerbaijan has purchased helicopters, ﬁghter
jets, tanks and artillery worth about $4 billion. Armenia
also bought Russian-made weapons in smaller amounts
with a discount as a member of a Moscow-led security
alliance. Being the supplier of both sides, Russia would
not want a war. Every times a war is about to emerge,
Russia would step in to aid cease-ﬁre negotiation and
continue to sell them weapon to improve their perceived
security.
In conclusion, the South Caucasus is becoming an international battleﬁeld of political influence and energy
supply. With its strong military, Azerbaijan will soon take
actions to control Nargorno-Karabakh region, which will
draw its clients into the circle of ethnic revenge. Keep an
eye for further updates about the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan, as whatever happens will determine
new political relationships among ex-Soviet countries
and the future of global energy markets.
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Introduction to

Global
Warming
in an Era of Consequences
by Yeonju Kim

Climate change is an issue that answers to no borders. It does not care about the level of
wealth a society holds. Rising sea levels do not discriminate between developing and developed countries. This issue involves everybody. It is a cause that unites humans as a species.
Yet the constant stream of news involving more political and economic concerns than scientific ones has desensitized us to this matter. This may be why the international response to
this issue has been rather slow and people in general are not aware of the mechanisms
behind global warming and the magnitude of the problem. Humans have been over-using
the Earth’s resources, with the burning of fossil fuels driving a rapid increase of the average
global temperature. The effects are observable across continents and do not display a promising environment for the generations to come. If the world does not act now, global
temperatures may pass beyond a point of no return and inflict catastrophic damage on
human society and the environment.
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What is climate change?
Climate change is the increase in the Earth’s average
surface temperature due to rising levels of greenhouse
gases. These gases are characterized by their ability to
absorb and emit infrared radiation (heat). Carbon dioxide,
water vapor and methane are some of the most abundant
greenhouse gases. These natural gases play an indispensable role in keeping the earth habitable. The sun
emits heat–in the form of ultraviolet, infrared and visible
radiations–which warms up the earth. When the radiation
enters the atmosphere, almost half of it hits the Earth and
is absorbed by it. In turn, the Earth re-emits all of this
absorbed heat into the atmosphere. This is when greenhouse gases come into play. These atmospheric gases
trap roughly 80 percent of that heat in the atmosphere,
which enables the Earth’s average temperature to be high
enough for humans to live on earth. This is a natural and
necessary cycle called the “greenhouse effect” that
occurs due to natural greenhouse gases. However, the
concentration of these gases in the atmosphere, especially carbon dioxide, has increased remarkably since the
late 18th century during the Industrial Revolution.
Times have changed since this shift to our
machine-dominated economy. These machines the world
has adopted are generated by energy and creating energy
is environmentally costly. Fossil fuels extracted from
underground are transformed into carbon dioxide that is
emitted into the atmosphere. This explains the increase
of the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere,
which in turn changes the scale of the “greenhouse
effect”. The now abundant carbon dioxide traps more
than the natural percentage (80 percent) of heat reemitted
by the earth, intensifying the warming of the earth. This
phenomenon is called the “enhanced greenhouse effect”
and is what causes global temperature to rise. Other
greenhouse gases are emitted through human activity.
Agricultural activity for example, causes large amounts of
methane emissions from cattle. Industrial processes also
drive nitrous oxide emissions. These emissions add to
the “enhanced greenhouse” effect too. However, scientists have shown that carbon dioxide is the main force
driving global warming due to its relatively much higher
atmospheric concentration and atmospheric lifetime (the
time required for a gas added to the atmosphere to be
removed).

What are the effects of climate change?
This rise in average global temperature has led to
environmental repercussions. The Natural Resource
Defense Council (NRDC) reported that ice is melting
around the globe and sea levels are rising more quickly
than before. The populations of many species have
shrunk while those of other invasive species such as
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beetles have expanded. Extreme weather conditions have
become more frequent and intense. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) said that “taken as
whole, the range of published evidence indicates that the
net damage costs of climate change are likely to be
signiﬁcant and to increase over time.” Scientists and
climate experts from around the world have projected a
ﬁve-degree Celsius temperature rise by 2100 if the world
keeps its current carbon dioxide emission rate. They have
also predicted increased risks of droughts and floods,
increase of storms, but a decrease of available fresh
water and potential resurgence and spread of diseases
among other future consequences.
On top of aforementioned environmental damages, they
may even produce both economic and social outcomes
that are extensive and sometimes irreversible. The
agricultural industry and companies that depend on
water would be destroyed. This would lead to food shortage and food price to increase even more. The unstable
food supply could lead to famines, wars in some territories and political instability. Industries like tourism and
ﬁsheries would be deeply affected as well. The polluted
air and water would lead to global health problems while
the general morale would be damaged.

How is the world responding to climate change?
Countries have acknowledged this issue and the potential threats. Many of them have united over the years and
attempted to resolve this issue while some expressed
their reluctance to participate in the effort to stop global
warming. The 1997 Kyoto Protocol was the ﬁrst international agreement to mandate a sufﬁcient reduction in
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration in order to
prevent anthropogenic sources of climate change. Almost
every country agreed on the treaty. However, some of the
most polluting nations decided not to take part. Among
them is the U.S., arguably the most powerful economy in
the world that produced roughly 35 percent of global
greenhouse gas emission back then. Developing giants
such as China and India chose not to participate either.
This failure to unite powerful countries to support and
participate in this process showed a glimpse of how complex and divergent motives are, depending on the party
even when it comes to a universal cause like global
warming. The U.S. declared that the motives behind its
decision were purely economic ones as the American
economy largely depends on coal-based energy. China
and India denounced the unfairness of the Kyoto treaty,
blaming First World countries for the augmentation of
carbon dioxide levels and the dangerous state of global
temperature, thus refusing to take responsibility for the
damage they did not cause yet. This behavior could make
us wonder if it is unrealistic to hope for effective international cooperation to cease global warming.

In more recent years, positive outcomes have resulted
from international meetings concerning global warming.
In November 2016, the Paris Agreement was ﬁnalized and
implemented. 197 countries agreed to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and more speciﬁcally to keep the
global average temperature rise less than two degrees
Celsius by the year 2100 compared to preindustrial levels.
This two-degree cap represents a threshold which, when
exceeded, would lead to massive fluctuations in the
ecosystem among other dramatic consequences. This
time the U.S. as well as China accepted the agreement.
The Paris Agreement was also acknowledged for achieving one of the fastest ratiﬁcation processes in recent
diplomatic history. The enthusiasm and various innovative eco-friendly technologies presented at the conferences were also reported.
However, recent political events, especially the election of
Donald J. Trump as the new president of the United
States, have caused some setbacks to this movement.
President Trump has surrounded himself with fossil fuel
industry representatives, appointed a climate change
skeptic Scott Pruitt as head of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and recently implemented policies that
encourage businesses to emit carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere with no regard to the damaging effects.
There is a tradeoff between economic prosperity and the
ﬁght against global warming by reducing man-made
carbon dioxide emissions. The sustainability of the planet
we live on and the way we live and do business are
currently in confrontation. Global warming is an issue
that is concerns every living life on earth. This explains
the impulse for countries to unite. However, the aspects
to take into account when dealing with this issue are
countless. This explains why it also causes collisions
between countries. This in turn, holds back the advancement of the ﬁght against global warming.

Nonetheless, progress has been made and more is on the
way following the Paris Agreement. A recent UN report
says that “growth of greenhouse gas emission will slow
substantially by 2030 as a result of a range of new
policies, laws and promises by governments.” The Paris
Agreement seems to have displayed the global will to
overcome global warming, triggering an even higher motivation to tackle this issue together. Also, according to the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), political leaders at municipal and state levels
have recently shown strong initiatives to decrease carbon
dioxide emission.
The concern is undeniably present and leaders understand their responsibility to solve this problem and deliver
on their promises. However, scientists agree that the
terms agreed at the Paris Conference are not enough to
prevent global warming to get out of hand. They have
urged world leaders to introduce additional cuts in greenhouse gas emission in order to keep the temperature
increase at a safe level.
This long-term project needs to be carried out rigorously
and rapidly. It may be time for developed countries to
accept that as economic leaders, they are the ones
leading this ﬁght against global warming. At this point,
they are the ones who can afford to step away from technologies that emit carbon dioxide as well as other greenhouse gases. There needs to be a green revolution that
transitions current technologies to ones that do not
depend on fossil fuel combustion. Developing countries
can no longer afford to turn a blind eye to environmental
damages while pursuing their economic ambitions. Even
in the face of ever scarcer resources, countries need to
lower their carbon dioxide emission and ultimately imagine a new paradigm that achieves both economic growth
and environmental protection.
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Slippery Satire:
Drawing the Line
by Hyunjae Lee

You may have come across the works of Thomas
More—most notably, Utopia. More writes down his own
ideals of a perfect, egalitarian society while deriving the
term from Greek, ‘u’ meaning ‘no’ and ‘topia’ meaning
‘place.’ He thus implies that this ideal society does not
exist, revealing in his satirical reflection the political
corruption and two-facedness of religion of his time. Some
other forms of satire also took form in theatre. Around the
same time in Korea, ordinary civilians put on masks and
performed plays that mocked and humiliated the
upper-class. This was their joie de vivre that helped them
break away from the arduous reality—giving them voice
and comical relief.
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Satire versus Sexism
It is thus not an exaggeration to say that throughout
history, satire has been a means of freedom of expression
that stood the test of time. Satirists, for this reason, have
been called the noble ﬁghters against tyranny and
oppression—those who grab onto the pen to promote
freedom of speech. These ﬁghters have become an indispensable part of our democratic system, and modern
satire has expanded its sphere of influence in ways
incomparable to the past. Whereas many had to physically show up to plays or read works of literature, satire today
is largely broadcast on television and other platforms of
the media. It makes politics more approachable, invigorating public debate while adding a hint of comedic value.
Despite its contributions to democracy, however, some
view satire as something that promotes cynicism and
parochialism. Why? To fully understand satire, we have to
look at its mechanisms. The audience ﬁrst has to be
familiar with the context—the sociopolitical climate of the
status quo—to appreciate the humor. Then, people are
categorized as the ‘inside’ group, those who get the joke
and the ‘outside’ group, those who don’t. This dichotomy
causes satire to become highly polarizing.
It is especially so when regarded as an infringement upon
basic universal human rights. The UN Charter states that
‘all people have a right to maintain the fundamental
freedoms without distinction as to race, sex, language, or
religion’ as does the Korean Constitution that ‘all citizens
shall be equal before the law, and there shall be no
discrimination in political, economic, social or cultural life
on account of sex, religion or social status.’ On the one
hand, some claim that the freedom of speech cannot be
interfered with, no matter the reason. On the other hand,
satirical works have received countless backlashes for
being derogatory and depreciatory of human worth.
These neverending, to and forclashes have made satirists
to walk on very thin ice.

A central question rests upon the subject of gender. Is
satire that makes use of an entity’s gender, sexist?
Let’s turn to a recent controversy in Korea and its hotly
debated works of satire. After having been involved in a
scandal concerning the involvement of personal conﬁdante in state affairs, then incumbent president Park
Geun-hye became the target of national wrath, as well as
the star of numerous satirical works. The infamous “Dirty
Sleep” is a parody of the French artist Manet’s “Olympia”
and Giorgione’s “Sleeping Venus” that daringly paints the
president asleep, in the nude. It overall ridicules Park who
has allegations of sleeping after receiving cosmetic injections on the day of the Sewol Ferry incident.
However, problems arise in that no allegories are
explained or can be found in the artist’s reference to these
speciﬁc paintings. “Sleeping Venus” illustrates an introspective image of nature and beauty combined, while
“Olympia” shows a woman full of hatred for the hypocrisies of high society. The parodied version does not imply
the signiﬁcance of either works, leading people to believe
that the artist merely wanted to sensationalize and make
a mockery out of the president by depicting nudity. In a
society still plagued by gender inequality and widespread
sexual objectiﬁcations of women, the work conveniently
and unjustiﬁably equates Park’s femininity with her
incompetency. In turn, it received criticism not only for
being a poor piece of satire but for dehumanizing women.
Of course, politicians, to a certain extent, have the
responsibility to bear public scrutiny and satire. Some
argue that as a public ﬁgure, Park is most certainly
subject to any and all forms of satire and mockery that
she deserves. However, ambiguity exists in that Park’s
nudity is not viewed as a critical and relevant component
of criticism on her corruption and lack of transparency.
When regarded this way, Park’s nudity does nothing more
than accentuate male chauvinistic perspectives that
degrade women, as well as violate constitutional rights
not to be denigrated based on gender. This results in bad
satire that ambiguously points its arrow at the entire
demographic instead of the individual.
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I am not Charlie Hebdo
Other elements that constitute universal values include
race. Like gender, we have to question whether they have
a role in contemplating the boundaries of well-appreciated satire. As many are familiar with, Charlie Hebdo is a
French magazine well-known for its satirical tone and
coverage of current events. This Charlie Hebdo incident
about to be discussed is different from the infamous
mockery of the Prophet Mohammad that brought on the
wrath and terrible terrorist attacks of Islamic fundamentalists.
The photo that caused millions to weep and offer humanitarian aid to fleeing Syrian refugees is one of a dead
Syrian child migrant, three-year-old Aylan Kurdi, who was
washed ashore on a beach in Turkey. This emotional
image was referenced in one of Charlie Hebdo’s cartoons,
which portrayed a grown Aylan Kurdi as a sexual offender,
chasing after a screaming woman. The caption read:
“What would have become of little Aylan if he had
survived? A groper in Germany.” This caused enormous
public outrage because it was ﬁrst deemed inhumane to
accuse ill of the dead, innocent child. Second, it was enormously racist, because it attributed all the cases of sexual
harassment and assaults in Cologne, Germany to Syrian
refugees, most of whom had no links to criminal offenses.
Various critics, including other media platforms, castigated this satire, claiming that Charlie Hebdo was hiding
behind the principles of the freedom of speech. CNN
described the magazine to have “push[ed] its provocative
brand of humor too far.” Many others denounced the
cartoon for being racist, xenophobic, and disgusting,
while advocates defended free speech and its overarching right. Despite the differences in opinion, however, we
should consider whether it is morally right to be entertained and amused by linking individuals to entire racial
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or cultural groups and deriding their identities altogether.
These identities are an integral part for an individual to
enjoy their basic rights and roles in society, which are
then clouded over by satire. Thus, whether to classify this
kind of satire as racist or indifferent has sparked wide
controversy.

My Rights End Where Your Nose Begins
There is no doubt that taste lies in the eye of the beholder.
The countless debates and discussions have shown the
immense spectrum consisting of different perspectives
and opinions. Every person has a right to his or her own
interpretation and judgment on satirical works and it is
widely accepted that the freedom of expression including
political satire is somewhat a right that should be guaranteed.
Yet, satirists should not always be given a free pass to
cross boundaries that concern constitutional rights and
human dignity. Yes, they have surely done much to bring
out uncomfortable truths and raise public awareness, but
at times they go too far by regarding the assumed ‘truth’
over the individual. The widely varying scope for understanding and forming opinion shows our varying interpretations of the truth itself. Satire that provocatively imposes and exaggerates a certain aspect of truth is thus
beheld as inhumane and imprudent, and has instigated
too many conflicts to be rendered effective. We must
acknowledge that at the slightest slip, satire can become
amusement at the sake of the violation of rights for
certain minorities or the marginalized among us. It can
become a shackle that promotes discrimination, an inhibitor that restricts the mind. At the end of the day, as the
popular saying goes, my right to swing my ﬁst ends where
your nose begins.

Does Liberal Arts
Education Still Have Value?
by Seung-hyun Song

The ongoing recession has renewed our attention to the
number of liberal arts programs in universities, and to the
difficulty graduates often encounter in finding employment that matches their skill sets. In South Korea, there
are numerous stories of literature, history or philosophy
majors who end up working in low-paying jobs because
their skills simply fail to match the expectations of employers with higher-paying jobs. Conversely, employers in
certain sectors are regularly complaining that they have
difficulty recruiting students with necessary skill sets to fill
their job openings. Perhaps South Korea’s higher education
simply needs to be geared more toward producing workers
with strong vocational skills than the ability to write
essays on Edward Said or Plato's metaphysics.
As pressing as these questions are to us today, the tug of
war between the liberal arts and the "worker bees" has
been around since the antiquated times of Socrates.
Socrates, the paragon of the liberal arts, was viewed by
many an Athenian as a parasitic slacker—that is, when he
wasn’t undermining the allegiance of Athenian youths to
the birthplace of democracy and cradle of western civili-

zation. Socrates embodied the liberal arts by not getting
compensated for his labor not because he was careless,
but because learning was foremost for its own
merits—not for its utility. To reverse these would be to
neglect that education, and truth, enables one to be free
as is articulated in our own university mission statement.
It is signiﬁcant, then, that artisans were among the accusers who eventually condemned Socrates. But the great
philosopher frequented the company of artisans and
preferred their company to the poets and politicians. To
Socrates, at least the artisans knew something. They
provided a model of learning and knowing about
reality—whether it was house-building, horse-training, or
shoe-making. The politicians and poets, on the other
hand, offered only obfuscations. Still, this does not mean
that we should exaggerate the wisdom of the artisans.
Socrates also complained that the artisans had a way of
assuming their expertise in their arts, which naturally
gave them expertise on all human things including even
morality and justice. Being an artisan in the ancient times,
or simply during any epoch before the Industrial Revolution, meant rigorous intellectual and creative work
because it involved the planning and building of actual
projects.
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The "worker bees" who argue for the priority of vocational
training assume a model of learning whereby workers
receive training in speciﬁc methods that they then learn to
apply. They argue that without "worker bees," nothing can
really be done. Their proudly humble labor has been the
backbone of the economy, our civilization, and our
modern way of life. This claim is the modern equivalent of
the ancient Athenian shoe-maker who thought that his
expertise made him an expert in all human things. Yet, the
range of knowing for the "worker bee" remains restricted
precisely because it is vocational.
But as we are currently witnessing, the products
produced by "worker bees" don’t sell themselves. Obviously, they need advertisers and communications
specialists to persuade others to purchase their products.
They even need people to craft moral arguments for their
businesses. In short, this means that even economic
goods and services require the expertise of liberal arts
specialists, at various levels of sophistication and insight,
to get the products exchanged, bought or sold. Yet the
utility of liberal arts transcends merely ﬁlling marketing
positions of chaebol enterprises. The liberal arts don’t
just mean the humanities. They also embody the sciences. Leo Strauss once said that the liberal arts are an area
of study “with proper care for the great books which the
greatest minds have left behind." In other words, the liberal arts are a prelude to the life of philosophy.
The nature of the liberal arts, in encouraging us to
process through to and even rise above the ﬁrst principles
of our disciplines, provides us with its greatest "value."
And that includes, strangely, the idea that a liberal arts
education must have a certain value at all. While the great
texts of mathematics and sciences are included in the
canon, the prominence of political thought, literature and
philosophy in a liberal arts curriculum explains its importance for human beings as moral and political actors.
Reading, for example, the texts of Aristotle or Einstein is
an exercise in thinking morally and politically: thinking
morally because they teach us how to reflect on the
nature of the virtues and the good life; thinking politically
because they teach us how our individual decisions and
lives relate to the lives of others.
A genuine liberal arts education is much like the paradigm of capitalism in that it facilitates "creative destruction" whereby habits of restless questioning are inculcated. How does this work? Can we do it better? How should
we live? Can we live better? What is the difference
between living and living well? And a society lacking in the
habit of asking these questions will be neither liberally
educated, nor politically creative. Is it any wonder that
South Korea is not exactly known as a world-leader in
either the liberal arts or economic research? South Korea
always complains about how the nation has failed to
produce any Nobel laureate besides the one peace prize
awarded to former president Kim Dae-jung for his “Sunshine Policy” vis-à-vis North Korea. Well, it is really no
surprise.
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Ultimately, the value of liberal arts education is that,
because it is grounded in the quest for knowledge for its
own sake, it is above value. Someone with a background
in the liberal arts has learned not only to think through
and above the ﬁrst principles of one’s discipline. The
sense of liberation cultivated in the process enables one
to adapt quickly to different and new modes of thought.
This is the kind of capacity that encourages us to move
forward in our own disciplines and to advance into others.
Liberal arts teach us that we are not jacks of all trades and
masters of none, because we have indeed mastered our
disciplines, and are grounded in our knowledge and skills.
When done correctly, a liberal education makes us better
artisans than the artisans themselves.
To me, the value of liberal education is that it has allowed
me to ﬁnd beauty where it previously could not be found.
It’s a notion as old as liberal education itself. One might
ask, ‘What’s so beautiful about the perennial threat of
terrorism, a crumbling world economy, a troubled ecosystem, widespread poverty, and a world in disarray?’ All
right, not much. Yes, it is a consternating world we’re
living in. A famous litterateur once said: “everyone recognizes beauty / only because of ugliness.” It’s a verse from
Jonathan Star’s translation of the Tao Te Ching. Perhaps
we can sift through our ugly world and, despite ourselves,
despite everything, winnow out all the dross that deﬁles
our cosmos.
Why is it, we wonder in literature, history and philosophy,
that Homer briefly leaves all the carnage and bloodshed
of the Iliad and, in “Book 18,” embarks on ekphrasis,
describing in exquisite poetry the intricate scene
Hephaistos carves into Achilles’s shield? Why does
Hephaistos, for instance, carve two contrasting cities, one
idyllic and the other fraught with “Hate,” “Confusion” and

“Death”? And why is it so important that the shield be
aesthetically pleasing? Perhaps if Murasaki Shikibu had
read the Iliad, she could have given us the answer. Pursuing beauty universally was a way of life in 11th-century
Heian court, in which Murasaki, who gave us The Tale of
Genji, one of the world’s oldest novels, was a lady. Genji is
a curious, and gargantuan, text. For those of us not familiar with the ways of Heian Japan’s haut monde, it’s sometimes difﬁcult to endure yet another passage describing
Genji, the ever-lachrymose protagonist, weeping once
again. But it’s worthwhile to consider why Genji cries.
Sometimes it’s because of one of his femmes fatales, and
other times it’s because of another one of them. But every
now and then, Genji, or another character in the text, cries
for a different reason: beauty. Some sort of beauty—often
something transient or melancholy, sometimes something literary, poetic, natural, sartorial, even olfactory—moves him to tears.
In a contemporary culture where being moved to tears by
beauty is a stock joke for comedy, it’s difﬁcult to identify
with Genji. More familiar to us is the interaction between
Michael and Dwight in an episode of the Ofﬁce: when
Michael makes fun of Dwight for crying during the movie
Armageddon, Dwight defends himself, whining, “Michael, I
told you. That was because it was New Year’s Eve, and it
started to snow at exactly midnight.” And we ﬁnd that
hilarious. But like Dwight, Genji would probably ﬁnd that
genuinely moving—there wouldn’t be much comedic
irony. And for Murasaki and Genji, of course, Hephaistos
would carve a beautiful shield, because if it isn’t beautiful,
then what’s the point? That’s what life is all about.
True, there may be textual and biographical suggestions
that Lady Murasaki was skeptical of or even fed up with
her characters’ splashy pursuits of comeliness. But she
still represents a remarkable ethos of beauty throughout
Japanese culture. For example, in Japanese tea ceremonies, the fukusa, the cloth the host punctiliously folds to
purify utensils before preparing tea, is often designed to

be just shy of a perfect square. The student of the “Way of
Tea” must learn to discover beauty even in the imperfection of the cloth he or she uses.
Now, I’m not implying that I want paper to be 8.5 by 12
inches. But the fukusa quietly calls for a view of beauty in
quotidian life that remains difﬁcult, but important, to
grasp. I think there is something to be said for reinterpreting our lives and understanding them in terms of a perpetual and deliberate pursuit of beauty. There is value to
recognizing that beauty isn’t life’s version of bonus
points, but something with inherent worth, in other words,
something worth pursuing.
Our world may not be beautiful yet, but maybe to seeking
out beauty in everyday life, as does Genji, can create it
rather than create the illusion of it. Perhaps it would be
worthwhile lifting a page out of Homer’s book and, like
Hephaistos, rebel against a sullied world with beauty,
whatever that may mean to us. Perhaps we can even think
about our liberal education as ultimately seeking to
answer the fundamental question of how to erect beauty
out of the merest blemishes we constantly surround
ourselves with. We should be conﬁdent that we are capable of supplanting ugliness with beauty, that we can
overcome the dualism between the crass and the comely
that Tao Te Ching describes.
This, to me, is the standard of liberal education. And the
debate over the value of our education in today's modern
economy needs to be clear about that. Admittedly, it is
rare for a student of liberal arts to rise to this standard. So
that moment of polarization I felt between practicality and
pursuit of a deeper meaning will live on in me, and live on
in every one of us. In the meantime, here at UIC, we will
continue to study all this literature, history and philosophy
under the purview of our majors. That way, as we soldier
on, we will never cease to try and ﬁgure out all this ambiguity—and ﬁgure out all this beauty. After all, our world
has room for, and perhaps even demands, some beauty.
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A show host
▶ Welcome on board, ladies and gentlemen! It is an
exciting moment to unveil the works of ‘The Next Rembrandt (Microsoft, 2016).’ It has been four centuries
since we lost the beautiful artworks of Rembrandt van
Rijn. Now we do not have to worry about it--Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AI) will draw Rembrandt’s style painting
for us. For today, we asked her to draw a portrait of a
‘mid-30 years-old Caucasian guy with black hat.’ That
was the only direction that we gave to her, and she
drew it perfectly! Let us ﬁrst meet today’s hero, AI!

AI

by Chaerin Lee
AI (Artificial Intelligence) is challenging the notion
that humans have been the sole creator of art as it
began to create paintings and music as well. To this, a
controversy arises on whether AI itself has the
property rights of the artworks. ‘The Next
Rembrandt’ project by Microsoft in 2016, for example, surprised the public with its unimaginable
beauty. Now one might ask: are humans still the sole
creator of art? If that is the case, how are the works by
AI defined? A hypothetical dialogue between AI and
Plato would provide an answer for such questions.

▶ Good afternoon, everyone. I am Rembra. For two
years, I have worked on the project of drawing portraits
in the style of Rembrandt. I ﬁrst analyzed a total 346 of
his paintings pixel by pixel, and then tried to mimic his
unique style (Microsoft, 2016). For example, typical
Rembrandt eyes and noses, the distance between
them, and even the direction of heads were all considered.

A show host
▶ Amazing! As you know, a lot of your fans are here.
Can you tell us to what would you ascribe this enduring
popularity?

AI
▶ From my viewpoint, people love my paintings
because they are ‘beautiful.’ As I learned and analyzed
from one Greek text, Encomium to Helen, for humans,
love is a natural response to beauty. How did Helen
arouse erotic desires in most men? It is because she
had godlike beauty. Anyway, since I included the formal
features of paintings that made Rembrandt’s paintings
beautiful, my paintings must have been beautiful, too.

A show host
▶ Oh, then do you mean that beauty comes from
aesthetic properties of an object--such as color, composition, and proportionality--rather than from
contents or anything similar?

AI
▶ Exactly. What else can explain the beauty of different types of objects in the world? Suppose we were to
compare ‘The Return of the Prodigal Son’ by Rembrandt and sculpture ‘David’ by Michelangelo. They do
not share same type of properties but they are still
beautiful. Rembrandt’s work can be beautiful because
of its color contrast, while David’s work may be
admirable for its detailed carvings. Only ‘aesthetic
supervenience’ can explain this. Aesthetic properties of an object are supervenient on its non-aesthetic properties. This is what beauty is judged by.
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▶ Who turned off the light? What is happening here?

▶ Hi, I am Plato, a Greek philosopher. And I am the one
who turned off the light. Now it is completely dark here,
so, is there anyone who ﬁnds Rembra’s painting beautiful?

▶ So, unless there be a third nature light specially
adapted to the purpose, the owner of the eyes will see
nothing and the colours will be invisible. I mean, when
you see an object in the dark and in the light, they might
seem different. Even though the painting has not
changed, it will be beautiful at one time, but not really
at another! It is indeed absurd. If this is the case,
shouldn’t we explain the beauty of an object from a
different sense? Beliefs that are acquired by our
senses cannot form the true understanding of our
reality. Now I would like to suggest one explanation for
solving this conundrum: ‘forms.’ Forms are immaterial, changeless and eternal substances, which are the
causes of being that exist outside of the world. Individual things are beautiful by existing in the form of
beauty, and forms are the causes of beauty. Of course,
forms themselves are the most beautiful as well.
Then what about Rembra’s artwork? Can we call that
‘forms’…?

▶ Sorry for the interruption, but I wonder if we should
bring up the concept that exists outside of the world.
As Occam once said, in the absence of certainty, the
one with the fewest assumptions should be selected
among other competing hypotheses (Richard 2014).
Compared to your theory of forms, aesthetic supervenience is straightforward. We can just use naked eyes
to ﬁnd certain formal features and conclude them as
beautiful. In that case, my artwork is beautiful and this
judgement is made with fewer assumptions than
yours.

▶My friend, Rembra. Let me conclude my remark
about forms ﬁrst. After listening to this, you will
understand why your painting is not beautiful. Since
you imitated Rembrandt’s painting, yours is the
fourth copy of forms. Your painting is the copy of
copy (Rembrandt’s painting) of copy (humans) of
forms. It is only some semblance of existence, not
true existence. It is far inferior to forms, and thus
cannot be beautiful at all.
The problem not only lies in this; your painting also

does not even imitate any ‘particularity’ in our realm of
becoming. While drawing portraits, Rembradt must
have met the patron and observed him or her keenly.
What about your painting? You did not meet any
real-world person to draw yours. You simply took a
nose from one painting, and eyes from another painting. A guy in your painting is nothing but a ﬁctional
character.
Forms as universals explain all the humans, and Rembradt’s painting explains at least a particularity of one
man. What about yours? Your artwork explains nothing. Concluding that your painting is beautiful is indeed
requires more assumptions. It is to ﬁnd beauty of a
ﬁctional person that does not even exist in the real
world! And the audience who are smart would certainly
know the difference between your painting and forms.
Even though forms also exist outside of the world, they
are ‘universals’ that explain all the particulars.

▶ What is he saying? He must be crazy. How can he
not see the beauty of Rembra’s work!

▶ Do you see people out of words? According to your
claim, my painting is not beautiful. Then how can you
explain the fact that people love my painting?

▶ As you said, people love beautiful things. But why is
that? It is because they are indirectly in pursuit of
forms by pursuing the beauty of worldly objects. Let us
ﬁrst assume that some people ﬁnd your painting beautiful. At ﬁrst, they are attracted by the beauty of your
painting. The painting will invite them to think about
beauty of other kinds: beauty of similar kind, beauty of
mind, beauty of institutions and laws…. At the end, they
will realize the ﬁnal cause of all of them, which are
‘forms.’ See! The beauty of your painting cannot be
explained without the existence of ‘forms.’ Indeed,
forms are what create beauty. Why don’t you start a
new project that focuses on partaking forms of
beauty? I will be looking forward to it.

AI’s paintings do not describe any particular being. It seeks
beauty of a fictional being. Now where should we find the
beauty of AI’s paintings? AI has its meaning in a sense that
it follows the suit of paintings and cameras—it captures
our shared aesthetic values with its high technology.
Starting from the aesthetic judgment by Rembrandt to
that of the public, there must have been a lot of discussions
regarding the concept of beauty. As a result, humans
developed their common aesthetic values that highly
appreciate Rembrandt’s paintings, and the ‘Next
Rembrandt’ project would aim to create paintings based
on these values. After all, in the field of aesthetics, AI is a
copy that emulates our shared values. What we consider as
beautiful will be the beauty that AI strives to resemble.
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Every Soldier has a Story
by Byungsung Park

It was April 2014. The crime where Private Yun was physically
and mentally abused and killed by soldiers within his squad
became a national issue. Instead of convicting those who abused
Private Yun, the military decided to conceal and eliminate all the
related evidences. Such act enflamed the rage among the public
and people started to question the military’s ethical standards
and stance on human rights.
Soon after the incident, Congress held a hearing and
questioned the Minister of Defense Han Min Koo. Senator
Kim Jong Dae claimed that “if Minister Han has strong
intentions to reform the military so that such incidents do
not occur, then people would have higher respect for the
military.” However, Minister Han answered that “most out
of 640,000 soldiers are serving under great conditions and
ethical standards. Therefore, we cannot concern
ourselves with such ‘small incident.’” But this is the question I would like to pose. If Minister Han acknowledged
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Private Yun as a soldier who was the youngest of the
family and a nursing student that loved his family instead
of one of many soldiers, could he have said such thing?
What comes to mind when you see or hear the word
“soldier”? You may consider soldiers as our protectors,
defenders, brave souls, or heroes. We often pay respect to
soldiers because of their service and sacriﬁce. Although
such notions are respectable, I believe that it is necessary
for us to consider another possible perspective. Minister
Han forgot that each soldier has a story. He missed the
fact that soldiers are sons, fathers, husbands, and lovers.
It is true that we tend to differentiate between our free
civilian environment and the strict, disciplined culture of
the military. But in order to ensure that we do not commit
the mistake that Minister Han has made, we must not
forget the fact that every human is equally valuable and
has a story regardless of his or her societal status or
background. If we conflate soldiers into one collective
group that defends us, we are creating a deeper wedge
between the soldiers and us, thereby further isolating
them from our society. Perhaps, a detailed story of a
soldier can shed a new perspective.
Captain Charlie May was a 27 year-old poet and journalist who landed in France in November 1915. The year was
1916 and the Battle of the Somme was imminent. A joint
Franco-British offensive against German Army near River
Somme was to be launched on July 1, 1916 under the
leadership of British Commander in Chief Sir Douglas
Haig. As Captain May awaited for the offensive to begin,
he looked up to the No Man’s Land. There was no life
between his trench and that of the enemy. There were only

corpses, barbed wires, artillery shells, rats, and enemy
machineguns. He could only ﬁnd relief from such haunting sights by writing to his wife and daughter:
“I must not allow myself to dwell on the personal--there
is no room for it here. Also it is demoralizing. But I do not
want to die. Not that I mind for myself. If it be that I am to
go, I am ready. But the thought that I may never see you or
our darling baby again turns my bowels to water … My one
consolation is the happiness that has been ours. Also my
conscience is clear that I have always tried to make life a
joy for you. I know that if I go you will not want. That is
something. But it is the thought that we may be cut off
from each other which is so terrible and that our babe may
grow up without my knowing her and without her knowing
me. It is difﬁcult to face. And I know your life without me
would be a dull blank. Yet you must never let it become
wholly so, for you will be left with the greatest challenge
in all the world; the upbringing of our baby. God bless that
child, she is the hope of life to me. My darling, au revoir. It
may well be that you will only have to read these lines as
ones of passing interest. On the other hand, they may well
be my last message to you. If they are, know through all
your life that I loved you and baby with all my heart and
soul, that you two sweet things were just all the world to
me. I pray God I may do my duty, for I know, whatever that
may entail, you would not have it otherwise.”
Captain Charles May, the husband of Maude and father of
Pauline, died on July 1, 1916 during the ﬁrst day of the
Battle of the Somme.
According to Martin Gilbert’s “The First World War”, The
Battle of the Somme claimed 95,675 British, 50,729
French, and 164,055 German lives of soldiers. Amidst
artillery barrage, machinegun ﬁre, and sacriﬁces, the
stories of every soldier were forgotten. Their individual
lives have been reduced to statistics, strategies, tactics

and historical debates. Our society puts so much value in
human lives that we are always taught to respect them.
We condemn and criticize anything that violates human
rights. Therefore, it is important that we do not consider
Captain Charles May’s death as a “small incidence” out of
many deaths. Statistics, strategies, tactics and historical
debates are all important aspects of academics. However,
they are no more important than the stories of those who
fought in such war.
I was also guilty of considering a soldier as just “one of
many soldiers” without any consideration of his or her
stories. But it was a simple interaction with them that
changed my perspective. It was during the Summer of
2015. I was touring Andrews Air Force Base located in
Washington D.C. There, I met a veteran who served in
Afghanistan, and he shared his story. He was a non-commissioned ofﬁcer who left his wife and child to serve in
such dangerous and hostile area. In amidst of bullets,
diseases, and terrors, he faced many difﬁculties and
moments of death. But he said he was able to overcome
them all through camaraderie with his brothers-in-arms.
Then he heard the news of the death of his wife. When he
said that, there was a desire to express his sadness within
him. Even though he did not express such emotion, I could
deﬁnitely see humanity within him. Such experience
changed my perspective toward soldiers from thinking of
them as armed defenders to humans with stories and
lives. Just like I have my family to rely on, he had his own.
Today, there is an innumerable number of soldiers who
are currently serving their countries. Minister Han
claimed that South Korean military has about 640,000
active duty military personnel. Just like Private Yun and
Captain Charles May had their own stories, let us not
forget that every soldier has a story. Let us not forget that
each number in that statistic is a human being who has
loved ones. Because to someone, they are fathers,
husbands, and sons. Soldiers are those who give up their
freedom so that they can protect ours. Perhaps, our
attempt to empathize and understand their stories is a
small consolation we can give for their services.
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Movie Review / Feminist Critique

Beauty and the Beast
Special
by Elaine Natalie / Yesun Shin
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Disney brings back a “tale as old as time” with a live-action remake of the 1991 animated masterpiece, Beauty
and the Beast. Making a live-action remake of a
dearly-loved childhood movie is a real challenge, but just as
they did with The Jungle Book (2016), Disney has succeeded in creating a wonderful adaptation. If you haven’t
watched the movie already, please proceed with caution
because there will be spoilers ahead.

Movie Review by Elaine Natalie
The major elements and general plot of the remake stick
true to the original animated ﬁlm, giving the audience a
sweet sense of nostalgia. But viewers are in for a little
surprise as 45 minutes of additional scenes, backstories
and songs appear along the way. Some of these new
additions—like the song “Days in the Sun,” sung by the
living objects of the castle as they remembered life before
the spell—were successful in creating more depth and
sentiment to the characters. Another successful addition
would be the scene in which Belle invents a contraption
that washes her laundry for her while she teaches a young
girl how to read. In contrast to other distorted versions of
feminism observable today that focus solely on being
anti-men, this ﬁlm gives a simple yet true portrayal of
feminist ideas, and stays loyal to the original animated
ﬁlm's intentions to portray feminism under an objective
light.
But sadly, not all of these additions were successful. The
added backstory of the Beast’s parents and of Belle’s
mother was rushed and incomplete. It seems like Disney
was trying to create a deeper emotional connection
between Belle and the Beast through the loss of both of
their mothers, but it only ended up looking forced and
superﬁcial. Furthermore, the portrayal of Disney’s ﬁrst
openly gay character, Lefou, and his “exclusively gay
moment” were also very disappointing. These headlines
deﬁnitely caused quite a stir before the movie premiered.
People were both excited and appalled, but most of all,
curious as to how a gay character would be shown and
represented in a movie like this. But it turns out, this
“moment” that everyone, including myself, had been
waiting for was just LeFou dancing with another man for
about two seconds. That was it. However, all in all, it
would be fair to say that the majority of the new additions
in this remake were more often pleasant than not, adding
a little more magic to the movie.
The cast of this live-action remake successfully brings
the story to life. Lily Collins, Emma Roberts, Amanda
Seyfried and Kristen Stewart were all considered for the
leading role, but casting Emma Watson as Belle was
indeed the ideal choice. Having played Hermione Granger
for ten years must have helped in portraying a character
who is curious and strong-willed, not to mention
obsessed with books. Belle’s innocent beauty radiates

naturally through Watson, resulting in an excellent performance. Accompanying Watson in this ﬁlm is Dan Stevens
as the Beast. Even with the heavy costume, stilts, and CGI
fur, Stevens manages to effectively convey the Beast’s
complicated emotions, particularly through his voice.
Watson and Stevens’ on-screen chemistry was undeniable, especially during their charming rendition of “Something There.”
Luke Evans and Josh Gad were also bursting with chemistry as their characters Gaston and LeFou, respectively.
Their background in musical theatre has surely helped
them in performing their version of the comical pub song,
“Gaston.” The rest of the star-studded cast do not disappoint. Despite struggling with his French accent, Ewan
McGregor succeeded in delivering Lumiere’s charismatic
and chivalrous personality. Emma Thompson has a lot to
live up to as Mrs. Potts, who sings “Beauty and the Beast”
in the classic ballroom scene. But thanks to her previous
experience in musicals, she was able to perform the song
masterfully. And with Ian McKellen as Cogsworth, Audra
McDonald as Madame Garderobe, and Stanley Tucci as
Maestro Cadenza, it is really difﬁcult to mess up.
The technical elements of this movie truly complemented
its plot and cast, making everything come together seamlessly. Disney included all the soundtrack from the original animated ﬁlm and, as mentioned earlier, added several
new songs. The songs and their performance have a more
musical-theatre feel to them, which gives quite a unique
touch. In particular, the Beast’s solo song “Evermore” had
a serious Les Miserable vibe to it, reminiscent of Javert’s
“Stars.” Other than the similar rooftop setting, they were
both emotion-ﬁlled power ballads.
The detailed costumes and intricate set designs were a
sight for sore eyes. Disney’s choice to design real sets
rather than heavily rely on CGI was undoubtedly the right
one. The impact of this choice could clearly be seen
during the greatly-anticipated ballroom waltz, when Belle
and the Beast dances to Beauty and the Beast for the ﬁrst
time. In addition to the lavish set, the camerawork during
this scene in particular was truly stunning. The sweeping
angles made it feel like I was in the ballroom with them,
watching them waltz right in front of my eyes. For me, this
magical scene brought the greatest rush of nostalgia, and
judging by the sniffling and nose-blowing of everyone
else in the cinema, I’d say it was the same for them as
well. Although it could never surpass the original, it is safe
to say that the live-action remake of Beauty and the Beast
has done its animated predecessor justice.
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Have you ever had the moment of realization—abrupt or
gradual—that what you took for granted as a little child,
shouldn’t have really been done so? Mine came to me in the
most unexpected time and place: in my neighborhood
cinema, stuffing my face with an extra-large box of sweet
popcorn, sitting side-by-side with my ten-year-old sister,
and watching the latest cinematic craze: Beauty and the
Beast.

Feminist Critique by Yesun Shin
Even in my mayhem of a life, in which I was busy catching
up with and adjusting to my newly-commenced (and
wildly frantic) sophomore year, it wasn’t too difﬁcult to
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come across excited comments about the recreation of
everyone’s favorite childhood fairy tale into a ﬁlm, starring
everyone’s favorite actress as the main character. So it’s
not hard to imagine the level of anticipation I had when I
walked into the cinema.
However, my rendezvous with the ﬁlm, the ﬁrst-ever one
in many years since my childhood, wasn’t as rosy as
expected. Rather, returning to the story as the adult I
was—more mature, informed and critically thinking than
my childhood self—, the ﬁlm revealed something grave
that I could not detect in the past.
Beauty and the Beast, directed by Bill Condon, is a
remake of Disney’s animated ﬁlm from 1991, and the
original story comes from a French novelist, Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont. It is a love story between a
young woman, alienated from her townspeople for her
“brilliant mind” and “scholarly ambition”, and a beast, who
is a prince cursed by a sorceress to assume such a
fearsome form for his haughty and heartless attitude.
At ﬁrst blush, it may appear to be a seemingly harmless
standard Disney fairy tale. A young man and woman meet
and they fall in love: what’s to criticize about that, right?
For some, it stops there. But for others, who take a step
further, Beauty and the Beast is the archetype of a fundamentally regressive story, tainted with male domination
and female submission. Critics see this as a problem of
not only the ﬁlm alone, but also the original fairy tale and
its plotline. It is one of kidnapping, a suspected Stockholm syndrome, reinforcement of traditional ideals of
femininity, and a gross lookism (if in doubt, revisit the title
of the ﬁlm: Beauty and the Beast).
That is exactly why the news of the second recreation of
the fairy tale evoked a response of mixed feelings. On one
hand, people were in doubt about how much change
could actually be realized to the inherently backward
plotline. On the other hand, there was a growing voice of
anticipation that maybe it was indeed about time that a
real change could be brought on. The times have
changed, so why not the movie too? The anticipation
heightened even more as the production companies
promoted Beauty and the Beast as “a feminist ﬁlm.” This
was bolstered even more with the conﬁrmation that
Hollywood’s leading feminist, Emma Watson, will be
playing the protagonist, Belle.
But they say that with greater expectations come greater
disappointment. Following the ﬁlm’s release, the voice of
anticipation quickly died down, as a disappointed
I-told-you-so rhetoric began to dominate the reviews.
How so?
It was widely promoted by the production company and
actor that the movie was not like its old versions: that it
was different and more progressive. Their reasoning
behind this was that they instilled “feminist ideals” to the
fundamentally regressive storyline, by purposefully
inserting or enhancing certain scenes in the ﬁlm.
For instance, Belle is the assistant to her inventor father
in the original animation, whereas in the ﬁlm, she is the
inventor—a transformation known to have been suggested by Watson herself. More examples include the scenes
in which Belle invents a washing machine, demonstrates

her passion for reading (for which she is branded as weird
from the rest of the townspeople), teaches a little girl how
to read, and turns down demands from the fearsome
Beast. It is even known that Watson personally requested
Gloria Steinem, a well-known feminist writer, to review the
ﬁlm and conﬁrm its alignment to feminist principles.
However, these fragmented additions of “feminist ideals”
are hardly as lengthy nor as signiﬁcant to account for “the
modern Belle of the twenty-ﬁrst century,” the catchphrase
employed by both Disney and Watson in promoting the
ﬁlm. I’m sorry to drop the bomb, but such add-ons do not
magically transform a fundamentally regressed story into
a feminist fairytale. Instead, they add a layer of camouflage that creates a deceitful façade of feminism.
Yes, it’s true that Belle isn’t wearing a corset like all
women did back in those times. Yes, she did invent a
washing machine so she could invest more time in reading a book. Fine, some changes were made. But the real
question is: are they enough to transform Belle into a
heroine ﬁt for 2017? And my answer to that is “no.”
Despite these little efforts here and there, the unchanging
fact is that Belle herself remains in the shackles of traditional femininity.
“There must be more than this provincial life!”, cries Belle
in the ﬁrst scene of the ﬁlm. Time and time again, she
projects this constant drive to escape the monotonous
lifestyle of her little town and to explore the bigger world
out there. Yet, the place she ultimately resorts to is the
Beast’s castle, where she suffers an abusive relationship.
No matter how violent, aggressive and intimidating the
Beast is, she does not run away but rather patiently cares
for him.
She appears to be independent, but in reality, she requires
help from the Beast in the most critical times. Like that
time when the Beast saves her from a pack of ravenous
wolves. And that other time she has to be granted permission from the Beast to run to her troubled father’s aid.

Rather than departing from this backward “woman-need-to-be-saved” fantasy, Belle reinforces and
continues this unreasonable rhetoric. Quite the prisoner
of the “superior masculinity,” wouldn’t you say?
Her attitude, therefore, irrefutably overlaps with that of the
traditional Disney heroines, who are criticized for their
level of dependence and passiveness. In the face of
adversity, they simply endure. In the face of an imminent
threat, they wait until a savior arrives to spare them. Their
ultimate goal in life? Why, ﬁnding true and eternal love, of
course.
However, since the turn of the second decade of the
millennium, Disney has indicated signs of becoming more
self-aware of these issues. They increasingly produced
ﬁlms with female protagonists who possess not only an
active voice, but also the determination and capability to
take control of their own fate. When there is hardship,
these characters confront it face-to-face. When there is a
threat, they resist it with their own abilities.
Rapunzel (Tangled, 2010), Merida (Brave, 2012), Elsa
(Frozen, 2013), and Moana (Moana, 2016) are all examples of these newly emerging persona within Disney ﬁlms,
whose ultimate goal doesn’t lie in the marriage or eternal
love with a prince, but rather something of a greater value.
This new trend is exactly what emphasizes the fault
within Beauty and the Beast to an even larger degree: its
heroine was not able to depart from the mistakes from the
earlier Disney ﬁlms.
Maybe I’m being too harsh. Maybe there isn’t anything
the director could have done to a story that was innately
tainted with regression. But what feminists—including
myself—are ﬁnding problematic is the fact that they
championed their movie as a “feminist ﬁlm”, projecting
their naïve beliefs that a few inserts here and there were
enough to earn them such a title. And what I’m trying to
say is simple: no, it certainly is not enough.
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by Jiwon Kim
World-famous TV show, Sherlock, whose latest fourth season
aired early this year, sparked a controversy regarding queerbaiting. Queerbaiting means books, movies, or TV shows intentionally leaving hints that certain characters are queer but never
allowing the relationship to unfold throughout the whole story.
In other words, it is done to achieve viewer base of liberals and
the queer community but not to lose the heterosexual and conservative reviewers, viewers or investors. Sherlock, a show about
two flat-mates that solve crimes together, showed lots of gay
subtext between the two protagonists. The vast majority of the
queer community, as well as non-queer viewers with observant
eyes, saw some kind of queer element between Sherlock Holmes
and John Watson. However, from the context of the film and the
cinematic subtext in the episodes to the words uttered by the
directors themselves, the evolution of Sherlock shows a process of
queerbaiting, a toxically common phenomenon in contemporary
media, in its extreme form, and reveals problems which queerbaiting entails.

Besides Sherlock, queerbaiting exists in a lot of forms in
modern media. Supernatural has overt homosexual innuendos, but when a fan in Comic Con expressed how the
characters gave her the courage to come out, the actor
cut her off saying, “Don’t ruin it for everyone.” Riverdale
seemed to portray a male asexual (since the original
comics which it was based upon had the character explicitly asexual), but after a couple of seasons, the plot underwent a turn so that he lived “happily ever after” with a girl.
Modern Family seems to be “modern” and “liberal” in the
sense that it portrays a gay couple, but it coats them with
outdated, negative gay stereotypes, for example being
ridiculously emotional, to make heterosexual viewers
comfortable while watching it.
Directors who deny their queerbaiting could make up
explanations of why Sherlock season 4 was great. It may
be in their power to make society dismiss outcries of
queer viewers as nothing more than gay conspiracies. But
a large number of fans and even workers in the BBC know
that social change comes through courage in the face of
adversity, the fear of losing reviewers and investors. Some
of these fears are legitimate. Mass media is commercial
and easily swayed by ﬁnancial interests. Nevertheless, at
the same time polls show fans would continue watching
or become a more ardent fans of a certain show if some of
the characters were queer. Even though Conan Doyle, the
author of Sherlock Holmes, who is believed to have
portrayed the protagonist as gay, may have used layers of
hidden subtext to hide the homosexual nature of his
protagonist, today's zeitgeist can allow a little more room
for being bold.
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The context of Sherlock allowed the idea of a homosexual
Sherlock and John in the show to seem natural. Many
fans interpreted that the original version of Sherlock
Holmes by Conan Doyle in the Victorian era aimed to
portray Sherlock Holmes as gay, but it had to be hidden
under the title of “an emotionless intellectual detective”
since writing homosexual literature at that time was a
serious crime. Numerous adaptations of Sherlock Holmes
were made since then, some of which portrayed Sherlock
as subtly gay and some of which did not address anything
about his sexual orientation and only focused on his intellect of solving crimes. Then in 2010 came Sherlock, the
one which this article deals with, from the BBC.
The director’s public attitude before the ﬁrst airing
conﬁrmed the sexually progressive atmosphere the
context of Sherlock seemed to suggest. Before the pilot
aired, the directors of Sherlock, Steven Moffat and Mark
Gatiss, who are the most ardent fans of the original Conan
Doyle series, conducted a study on the LGBT community
on what they wanted regarding their representation in
popular media and how they felt about queerbaiting. Mark
Gatiss, an openly gay screenwriter who lives with his
husband, also mentioned in an interview that his dream
was to have a TV show where a male detective could
come into the living room after work and receive a “how
was your day?” from his husband reading a newspaper on
the couch, and it would be no big deal. Many fans interpreted all this as a sign that Steven Moffat and Mark
Gatiss were perhaps different from other directors who
put in homosexual tropes for fun without following
through and making the relationship unfold completely.
Maybe, this time, the gay subtext will not end as a joke or
something to laugh at, and the relationship between the
two male characters will become a valid and just representation of gay love.
The bomb, however, was the subtext artistically woven
into the episodes which captivated the hearts of many,

resulting in an explosion in the number of viewers who
believed Sherlock and John getting together was
endgame. Gay subtext started with the promo pics, which
mostly consisted of Sherlock staring intently or longingly
at John. In the show itself, there were times when John
and Sherlock looked into each other’s eyes while noses
were inches apart. There are also cute intentional coincidences, such as John and Sherlock wearing the same
clothes as Sherlock’s parents. They go to a gay bar one
night where the dancing lights assumed the color of the
bisexual pride flag. At one point, John puts his hand on
Sherlock’s thighs, shrugs, and says “I don’t mind” to
which Sherlock replies, “Anytime." In a scene where John
encounters Irene, a woman who has romantic feelings for
Sherlock, camera angles depict a mirror parallel between
Irene, who tells John she is gay but has attractions to
Sherlock and John, who says “I’m not gay” to which Irene
replies, “Well I am. Look at the both of us.”
Even the directors seemed to acknowledge the homosexual cues during an interview by saying things like: "It’s
subtext, but it really is right at the top layer of subtext. It’s
just about these two men and the fact that they adore
each other." Steven Moffat added, “At any rate, grey mist
rolls before [John Watson’s] eyes, and the next thing he
knows, his collar is undone and there’s the taste of brandy
on his lips. I think what in fact happened…" Mark Gatiss
interrupted, "SPOILER!”
The Abominable Bride, a Sherlock Christmas special
which came just before season 4, pointed to a gay plotline
for the next season. Sherlock falls asleep and has a dream
ﬁlled with Freudian symbols of his unconscious wherein
Moriarty, the villain, is his homosexual and self-destructive id who tries to drag Sherlock down a cliff with himself
and trick him into thinking homosexual desires is his
weakness. John, on the other hand, is his superego who
throws Moriarty down a cliff after interrogating Sherlock
about why he never shows explicit romantic or sexual
entanglement. Then Sherlock decides to fall off the cliff
himself, meaning he is not afraid of his homosexual emotions anymore and he is ready to accept himself as he
truly is. When Sherlock wakes up from his dream, he
smiles softly at John and whispers, “Miss me?”
Up to this point, the cinematography was highly
advanced and unique. Many heterosexuals fell in love
with the semantics of the ﬁlm and came to support the
relationship between Sherlock and John. Character development was done so that gay love could be portrayed with
the absence of stereotypes or making gayness a thing. In
other words, being gay would not determine or predominate the essence of John and Sherlock’s relationship;
rather, they could become a valid couple with their own
unique and fully developed love story with “being gay”
only as one attribute of their love.
Even the trailer of season 4 also hinted of a gay storyline,
further building to the anticipation accumulated through
the roughly seven years since the birth of the pilot. In the
trailer, John looks up to Sherlock and says “Enlighten me,”
a shout out to the well-known line said by a female
protagonist to her boyfriend in Fifty Shades of Grey. Then
John pushes Sherlock up against a wall, as a voice over
narration by a villain speaks, “What’s the very worst thing
you can do to your friends? Tell them your darkest

secret?” Sherlock replies, “I love you.” Even the directors
and actors said in the interviews that season 4 would be
“[a] part of making history,” and “[in] simple words: Love.
Conquers. All” and that “[there] are no coincidences. You
were told. But did you listen?”
Despite the hype created by the trailer, season 4 took a
completely different route in terms of plot and cinematography. The latest season dealt with Sherlock solving a
case made by his secret traumatized sister. The beginning of the third episode of the season literally shows a
massive portrait of the philosopher John Locke, a reference to the Sherlock fans called the “Johnockers” who
believed in the canon relationship between John and
Sherlock, having blood tears roll down from his eyes. The
only characters who turned out to be explicitly gay are the
two sadistic insane villains, which is again a bad image to
the queer community. John cheats on his wife with another woman, and the show hints at a relationship between
Sherlock and a female protagonist who has never been
portrayed as having any sexual relations between Sherlock in any of the original Conan Doyle series. Sherlock,
who has in the previous seasons been tortured for two
years in Syria and almost gone on a suicide mission for
John's safety, ignores their code word and spits out an
emotionless, “good luck” to John just before they are
about to jump out of an exploding building. John, who has
in the previous seasons traveled across the entire city of
London to send a text for Sherlock and has risked being
blown up to save Sherlock, almost beats Sherlock, who
was at the time having a mental breakdown, to death and
does not even give a sufﬁcient apology afterward. (Actually, he calls Sherlock a “cock” at his hospital room later.)
At the season ﬁnale, Mary’s narration comes in to say that
in the end, it is all about the cases and not about Sherlock
and John, which is contradictory to what the entire
seasons prior to that seemed to be screaming to the
viewers.
As a result, one can imagine what happened after season
4 aired. There was an all-time-low review rate of 30% in
Rotten Tomatoes and IMBD. Comments on SNS such as
Tumblr stated they were deleting their Sherlock accounts,
and there was an online petition demanding an explanation for the unnecessary gay tropes in the show that had
misled millions. The directors, after staying undercover
for a couple of weeks, came out to respond in their
defense, “How people do not get the signiﬁcance of
season 4.”
From ﬁlm semantics and public implications to its deceptive trailers, Sherlock’s sheer level of queerbaiting was
epic enough for it to go down in television history. Sherlock did not merely generate a playful “Are they gay?”
theory followed by a “They are not!” It trapped some
observant viewers into a situation where all evidence
seemed to point to the unfolding of a representative, fully
developed and cinematically beautiful relationship
between two people of the same sex, to the point where
proof itself seemed to be redundant for we do not have
“conspiracies” of the love between Romeo and Juliet. The
reasonability of such representation was precisely what
made the plot twist at season 4 a disappointment to the
queer community as well as viewers who cared about
human rights.
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Cuteness
in Korean Wave
by Claudine Ukubereyimfura

The Korean entertainment industry has
been incorporating cuteness as a central
concept for the industry in a fascinating
way. “Twice,” one of the most popular K-pop
girl groups, and its recent song named “TT”
managed to collect more than 100 million
views on Youtube by capturing the hearts of
K-pop fans with its overwhelming cuteness.
In this song, the members diversify the
theme of cuteness by wearing different
costumes ranging from fairytale creatures to
superheroes to Victorian brides. But “Twice”
is not the only Korean girl group that relies
on cuteness as its concept; instead, cuteness
has become a common trend for many
Korean girl groups including, but not limited
to, “Girlfriend,” “Girl’s Day” and “Girls’
Generation.” Taking such predominance of
cuteness into consideration, this article will
discuss how cuteness has become a distinctive norm in the K-pop industry, how the
evolutionary theory can be applied to
explain why human beings are naturally
attracted to cuteness, and how such prevalent use of cuteness has varied impact on the
way young Koreans behave.
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Hallyu, otherwise known as the Korean Wave, has experienced a sudden and rapid global popularity growth over
the 21st century. Its music is especially known for its
unique, catchy songs performed by idol groups in tightly-organized uniform choreographies. The success of the
Korean wave can be attributed to the nature of cuteness
that attracts the masses and accordingly satisﬁes the
demands of the market. Most K-pop girl groups make use
of the cute concept expressed through their fashion,
dance moves, not to mention the lyrics. This trend, though
more reflective of girl groups, can be generally applicable
to all idol groups; in fact, even if Korean boy bands may
strive to project more masculine impressions, many of
them are still often asked to perform cute gestures during
fan meetings or TV shows. The question that thus follows
is what makes cuteness appropriate for the central
concept of the Korean Wave.
Studying cuteness as a scholarly subject is important in
understanding its ability to continue attracting the targeted audience. To illustrate, according to Darwinian
aesthetics, cuteness confers evolutionary advantages. It
in fact triggers immediate responses by evoking a sense
of sympathy, care-giving and compassion toward cute
entities. And such feelings are commonly aroused when
looking at a baby or a puppy, which bring about a sense of
responsibility to protect the vulnerable. This is indeed the
exact sentiment that is targeted by the entertainment
industry. Female singers are made to act in a childish way
and talk in a high-pitched voice in order to motivate the
audience to support and sympathize with them.
Cuteness can also be perceived as what empowers
women by making them appear more charming, youthful
and even innocent. According to the UIC Professor Aljosa
Puzar in “Asian Dolls and the Western Gaze,” cuteness
seems to affect how Korean young women act both within
and outside romantic relationships. That is, childlike hand
gestures and expressions when taking pictures and
speech that entails helplessness are commonly observed
behaviors in young Korean women. For some young
Korean girls, cuteness is even tactically manipulated as a
form of power to get what they want. Based on an interview that Professor Puzar had with a university student,
the latter said, “I can fashion myself into a doll and all that,
but then, after getting the guy, I can have it my way, so it is
a sort of power.”
Unfortunately, such over-reliance on the use of cuteness
can be associated with great dangers as well. Once cuteness is commercialized, it becomes a standard of beauty.
It turns into a kind of power that young women may
exercise, which in turn negatively shapes the way people
view femininity. Many K-pop songs by female groups
exemplify commercialized cuteness through dolliﬁcation
of girls. In the music video for the song “Gee,” for instance,
Girls’ Generation members act as fashion mannequins,

which is an inappropriate representation of women’s
bodies as it objectiﬁes women.. At the same time, cuteness for young girls can be condescending when
expressed through childish behaviors for it suggests that
they cannot be rational enough to consider themselves as
adults. While implying the ability to maintain youth and
innocence, the overuse of cuteness by women undermines the importance of various stages of life, which
should come naturally with experiences.
Hallyu has had a rapid and inspiring growth of domestic
and international recognition. The questions that ensue
are the future of K-pop culture and the general trend in
Korea toward cuteness. Predicting the future influence of
Hallyu might not be easy as we see constant changes
within the industry. Although the concept of cuteness
managed to sustain itself as the cedar pole of the Korean
Wave, it is high time that the industry restrains itself from
stereotyping the image of women. And hopefully, such a
decline in the use of cuteness would encourage bright,
young female youth to move away from resorting to cuteness as a dominant part of their identities but instead
behave as independent, self-empowering individuals.
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Korean
Fiction
in English:
The Moderate Success
and Stagnation
by Chae Yoon Kim
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When one looks around a bookstore in an English-speaking country for East Asian fiction, a considerable number
of books can be found. There are translated works like
those by Haruki Murakami and books written by immigrants like Amy Tan. But there is something troubling
amidst this variety: the general lack of fiction by Koreans.
Nonfiction written by Koreans can occasionally be found
in shelves concerning the economy or international
relations. These are fewer than those by Japanese or
Chinese writers, but they still can be found. However, the
lack of Korean fiction is more troubling. Fiction by a
foreigner serves to increase interest about the author’s
country for the reader, creating a benign circle. Thus, the
lack of Korean fiction shows that foreigners have little
interest in or access to a specific part of Korean culture
compared to their intrigue of other East Asian countries.
To be fair, there has been considerable success among
Korean litterateurs whose many works have been translated into English. In 2011, <Please Look After Mom> by
Shin Kyung-sook was one of the ﬁrst and most successful works in English ﬁction that was written by a Korean.
And in 2016 the renowned Han Kang won the International Man Booker Prize for her novel <The Vegetarian>. Lee
Chang-rae, a Korean American writer and professor of
creative writing at Stanford University, has also published
numerous books concerning Korea and has won awards
such as the Hemmingway Foundation Award for <Native
Speaker>.
These highly successful novels are not the only books
written by Koreans or about Koreans that circulate the
English bookstores. The writer Suki Kim published <The
Interpreter> in 2003, a novel focusing on the deaths of
two Korean immigrants and their surviving daughter in
the United States. Krys Lee also deals with the topic of
Korean American immigrants in <Drifting House>. Korean
ﬁction with such subjects has the potential to create
relativity and thus wider readership by appealing to the
sentiments of other immigrants, especially those in the
US. Other novels tend to focus on Korean historical
events. For instance, <Fox Girl> by Nora Okja Keller and
<The Investigation> by J. M. Lee deal with the controversial issue of comfort women. These books could help
leave a lasting impression on the reader in addition to
bringing the unsolved victimization of comfort women to
attention.
However, these books are few and hard to ﬁnd. The
books by Koreans listed above can only occasionally be
found on bookstore shelves, even with the help of effort
and luck. Compared to Chinese or Japanese novelists,
Korean writers have won few international literary
awards, which does not help in terms of such books gaining popularity. To make matters worse, the popularity of
the two famous works of Korean ﬁction, <Please Look
After Mom> and <The Vegetarian> has not spread to
other works by Koreans.
What could be some possible hindrances to the
advancement of Korean ﬁction to international reader-

ship? One could be that the themes dealt in Korean ﬁction
are not as compatible with foreign readers as they are
with Koreans. Deborah Smith, a London-based translator
of Korean ﬁction who translated <The Vegetarian>, states
in an article by Vanity Fair that, “Western audiences love
strong, memorable, active main characters, whereas
Korean ﬁction has tended to ﬁnd an aesthetic value, and a
social truthfulness, in quietness, ordinariness, [and]
passivity.” Indeed, even the internationally successful
<Please Look After Mom> and <The Vegetarian> display
these characteristics. It could be that the English-reading
public is looking for books with more familiar themes and
characters than those presented in Korean ﬁction as of
late.
Another impediment could also be in the particularly high
language barrier between Korean and English. Maintaining nuances and tone while translating is a difﬁcult task,
and it is no exception for translating Korean to another
language. Since Korean does not have the same
language roots with English, it is even more difﬁcult to
translate Korean into English than it is to translate, for
instance, a Romanic language into English. Korean does
not even have similar grammatical structure with English
as Chinese does. When such problems arise, translators
are often compelled to not translate literally but to add or
remove some words in order to express certain phrases
more effectively. This, however, is something criticized by
many translators and critics alike. In fact, even the translation of <The Vegetarian> has faced criticism for having
allegedly “added emotional adverbs in descriptions and
ampliﬁed the emotional context by making something
ordinary more special,” as Professor Jeong Gwa-ri of
Yonsei University’s Department of Korean Language and
Fiction stated at a Translation Symposium, according to
the Korea Times.
Despite such criticism, professional translators ﬁnd it
difﬁcult to convey the nuances and meanings in original
texts while following a literalist translation. The same
article notes that the translator Deborah Smith, who also
participated at the same symposium, countered this by
saying, “No translation is perfect or deﬁnitive. If the translator is enabling the readers to appreciate the book and
many of the same things that made them fall in love with
the original text, […] and if the author is pleased, that's the
most important thing.” Such contesting views on translating ﬁction put both translators and authors in a dilemma: if the translator adds additional words or context to
enhance the work and make it resemble what was meant
in the initial language of publication, there is a risk that
the translator will unintentionally assume the role of an
“author” or deviate from the original text. Conversely, a
literalist translation from the original text may result in
the implicit meaning and the beauty of language to be
lost in translation.
Still another reason why Korean ﬁction is not globalized
could lie in an important issue within Korea itself: the
conspicuous lack of reading. Reading rates in Korea are
on the lower side of OECD averages according to research
done by the said organization. The Korean Ministry of
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Culture, Sports and Tourism’s survey on reading rates
has revealed that as of 2015, Korean adults read an
average of 9.1 books a year. They state that this is a
decrease from reading rates in 2013, which had an
average of 9.2 books and from 2011, in which the average
reading rate was 9.8 books. This low interest in books in
Korea naturally leads to little demand in ﬁction, inevitably
resulting in a discouraging environment for aspiring
authors. Naturally, with low domestic supply and
demand, Korean ﬁction receives less coverage internationally and often fails to reach the global market.
The last possible hurdle to global popularization of
Korean ﬁction could be something that is not related to
ﬁction or translation at all but the perception of Korean
culture. The world has been in contact with Japanese
culture for an extended amount of time and revels in its
exotic aura. Chinese culture is famous for its uniqueness,
and has been successful at extending its tendrils out to
various corners of the world so that many have at least
some familiarity with it. However, this is not the case for
Korea. Although our nation has created a name for itself
on the international stage for technology, diplomacy, and
even musical entertainment, the individuality of Korean
culture that might bring attention to its literature has
been recognized and advertised less. Lack of spreading
more diverse cultural awareness of Korea could also be a
contributing factor to the low demand and resulting low
supply of Korean ﬁction.
Although Korean ﬁction is experiencing several difﬁculties in securing a place on the international literary stage,
this does not mean that there is no hope. Several novels
concerning Korea have achieved considerable success
despite having non-universal characteristics. <Please
Look After Mom> possesses subtle aesthetics characteristic to Korean ﬁction and a particularly strong appeal to
familial emotions, but these aspects translate into pathos
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that appeals to a universal audience. <The Vegetarian>’s
subtle beauty and reactions to vegetarians that foreigners are unfamiliar with have not estranged but rather
intrigued readers around the world. Looking at these two
examples, one can see that the uniqueness of Korean
ﬁction does not need to be compromised to appeal to
foreign audiences but that it can be translated to have a
special attraction of its own.
Every language suffers problems in translation. As not
many works of Korean ﬁction have been translated into
English as of now, more effort in literary translation could
lead to its improvement and thus an alleviation of the
language barrier. Many are already aware of the problem
of low reading rates within Korea, and many organizations from schools to local governments are making
conscious efforts to increase people’s interaction with
books. The lack of domestic supply and demand is therefore a problem due to be solved over time and through
continued effort. Increased awareness of Korean culture,
though not in literary areas, carries the potential to spark
interest in Korean ﬁction. Our contact with Western civilization has a shorter history than do those of China and
Japan, so there is hope that increased periods of interaction will expand interest in Korea to its literature. Efforts
to advance Korean ﬁction globally are occurring on an
institutional level as well, evidenced by organizations
such as the Fiction Translation Institute of Korea.
Fiction concerning Korea has not enjoyed the international spotlight as much as other books of other countries. Yet, this does not imply that Korean ﬁction has no
potential to become more internationally renowned in the
future. Given more time and effort, Korean ﬁction will be
able to achieve more attention and international circulation to the point where the bookstore wanderer will be
able to see more Korean ﬁction on shelves even in bookstores of English books.
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